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Political
breakfasts
scheduled
for parties

°barna health
plan delayed;
trouble ahead?
By RICARDO ALONSOZALDIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Slow down. Senate Democrats
told President Barack Otiama
on Thursday. dashing hopes of
rushing his sweeping health
care overhaul to a summertime
vote and adding to the troubles
the plan could face as the year
wears on.
-That's OK," the president
replied gamely. "Just keep
working."
No one is suggesting that
delay equals defeat. In fact, the
Senate's top Democrat promised a bipartisan bill in the next
two weeks. But Obama has
been pushing hard for quick
passage of legislation he can
sign to expand coverage to all
Americans and control ruinous
medical costs. And he's counting on fast action while his firstyear popularity holds.
Republican foes have stepped
up their attacks in hopes of
weakening if not killing the historic changes in the way
America provides and pays for
health care. But they're not the
source of the immediate problem. Divisions within the ranks
of °barite's fellow Democrats
have stalled the legislation.
While confirming there will
•See

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wrtter
emocrat and Republican breakfast
gatherings are planned as usual at
Mayfield and Graves County high
schools as a prelude to the upcoming 129th
Annual Fancy Farm Picnic.
Democrats will meet at Mayfield High
School at 8 a.m. on Friday, July 31, for
menu of bacon, sausage, eggs and politics
while Republicans will meet at Graves
County High School at the same time for
about the same plate. Political speaking is
expected to take place around 9 a.m at

D

both.
Rorney Holmes, chairman of the Graves
County Democratic Party said Lt. Gov.
Daniel Ntongiardo will be keynote speaker
at the Democratic breakfast. He will be
joined by former House Speaker Jodi

111 See Page 2
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Friday.. Partly sunny. Highs
in the upper 80s.
Friday night. Mostly clear.
Lows in the upper 60s.
Saturday. Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs in the
upper 80s
night. Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 70.
Sunday. Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 80s.
Sunday night. Partly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 60s.
sunny.
Monday. .Mostly
Highs in the upper 80s.
night...Partly
Monday
cloudy Lows in the upper 60s.
Tuesday Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper f3Os
night.. Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 70.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s.
Wednesday night. .Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
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Thursday to speak to a cheerieading camp
Murray
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Elizabeth
Actress
TH:
ASK ELIZABE
State University. Beridey has been touring the nation
being held at the Regional Special Events Center at Murray
down with girls ages 11 to 18 and provides a supportive
promoting her 'Ask-Elizabeth" workshops where she sits
with.
forum to discuss issues they deal

By TOM MIRY
Staff WrIter
The latest unemployment figures put the
rate of joblessness in Calloway County at
9.2 percent - a full percentage point jump
since Apnl and a 50 percent spike since
December 2008.
However the county continues to post
one of the lowest rates in the state.
According to non-seasonally adjusted
preliminary figures for June by the
Kentucky Office of Employment and
Training. Calloway tied with McCracken
County to post the fourth lowest unemployment figure in the Commonwealth.
However it is just slightly below the 9.7
percent U.S. average.
Fayette County recorded the lowest Jobless rate in the Commonwealth at 8.5 percent. It was followed by Woodford and
Ballard counties, 8.6 percent each;

III See Page 2

Council raises sticker
price, honors Koenen
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Whter
At its Thursday night meeting,
the Murray City Council
approved the increase of city
sticker prices, which city residents and workers will begin
paying for next spring.
The change in prices has been
discussed for months and was
included in the 2009-2010
budget. which the Finance
Committee began planning in
April. The council voted to
approve the increase last night
by a vote of 10-2, with members
Danny Hudspeth and Greg
Anderson voting against it.
City Finance Officer Alan
Lanier said the new ordinance
would clean up the system of
tiers for the vehicle license
taxes, which are in lieu of

income taxes. He said there
were five tiers - or categories currently, but they would be
reduced to two. Stickers for cars
and trucks will increase to $50
from $35 and from $10 to $25
for motorcycles and scooters.
The fee for buying a sticker
after the May 31 deadline will
also increase from 10 percent of
the sticker price to 50 percent.
The fine after July I will still be
100 percent of the cost. City
Clerk Harla McClure said this
would hopefully discourage
people from going without the
stickers and simply trying not to
get caught. She said the city
could not legally ask businesses
to give a list of employees, but
that she had written an open

HAWKINS TEAGOE/Ledger S Times
meeting after resigning from
Council
City
Murray
s
Thursday'
at
honored
Howard Koenen was
Tom Rushing, Koenen
Mayor
are
right
left
to
the Planning Commission recently. Pictured from
Koenen.
Kathy
and his daughter,
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Obama's 'stupidly' remark on
black scholar's arrest angers cops
By MELISSA TRUJILLO
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) -- Many
police officers across the country have a message for President
Barack Obama. Get all the facts
before cnucizing one of our
own.
Obama's public cnticism that
Cambndge officers "acted stupidly" when they arrested black
Harvard professor Henry Louis
Gates Jr. could make it harder
for police to work with people
of color, some officers said
Thursday. It could even set back
the progress in race relations
that helped Obama become the
nation's first African-American
president, they said.
"What we don't need is public
safety officials across the country second-guessing themselves," said David Holway,
president of the International
Brotherhood of Police Officers,
which represents 15,000 public
safety officials around the country. "The president's alienated

II Calloway ...
From Front
Oldham County, 8.9 percent:
Calloway and McCracken counties, 9.2 percent each; Webster
County, 9.4 percent; Boyd
County, 9.5 percent; and
Carlisle and Franklin counties,
9.6 percent each.
Magoffin County recorded the
state's highest unemployment
rate — 18.8 percent It was followed by Jackson County, 18
percent; Metcalfe County, 16.5
percent: Powell, Lewis and Bath
counties, 16.3 percent each;

public safety officers across the
country with his comments."
Gates was arrested July 16 by
Sgt. James Crowley, who was
first to respond to the home the
renowned black scholar rents
from Harvard, after a woman
reported seeing two black men
trying to force open the front
door. Gates said he had to shove
the door open because it was
jammed.
He was charged with disorderly conduct after police said he
yelled at the white officer,
accused him of racial bias and
refused to calm down after
Crowley demanded Gates show
him identification to prove he
lived in the home. The charge
was dropped Tuesday, but Gates
has demanded an apology, calling his arrest a case of racial
profiling.
Obama was asked about
Gates' arrest at the end of a
nationally televised news conference
on
health
care
Wednesday night and began his

Menifee County, 15.9 percent;
Trigg County, 15.8 percent:
Butler County, 15.6 percent; and
Carter County, 15.5 percent.
According to Workforce
Kentucky statistics, Calloway
County posted a non-seasonally
adjusted unemployment rate of
8.6 percent as of the end of
February - a spike of more than
25 percent from the 6.1 percent
rate in December 2008. The new
figures are 50 percent higher
than those reported at the end of
last year.
Unemployment statistics are
based on estimates and are compiled to measure trends rather

Kentucky

Stimulus to
pay for more
LEL projects

response by saying Gates was a
friend and he didn't have all the
facts.
"But I think it's fair to say, No.
I. any of us would be pretty
angry," Obama said. "No. 2,
that the Cambridge police acted
stupidly in arresting somebody
when there was already proof
that they were in their own
home. And No. 3 — what 1
think we know separate and
apart from this incident — is
that there is a long history in
this country of AfricanAmericans and Latinos being
stopped by law enforcement
disproportionately, and that's
just a fact."
The White House on Thursday
tried to calm the hubbub over
Obama's comments by saying
Obama was not calling the officer stupid. Spokesman Robert
Gibbs said Obama felt that "at a
certain point the situation got
far out of hand" at Gates' home.

News in Brief
Former Toys For Tots meter sentenced

PADUCAH. Ky.(API --A former coordinator for Toys for Tots
in Paducah will spend two years in prison despite a plea for probation.
Jason Carper pleaded guilty in May to stealing more than
$10,000 from the children's charity.
McCracken Circuit Judge Craig Clymer says he lost sleep over
the decision and even spent time researching the charity on the
Internet before deciding. Despite the theft, Clymer says was coin
vinced Carper is a good person.
Carper spoke in court, saying he wanted to apologize to the
community for misleading them. Carper's attorney. Will Kautz,
says Carper took the money to pay for hills after being injured and
losing his job.
He has until Oct. 9 to pay $10,500 in restitution to the Toys for
Tots Foundation.

GOLDEN POND, Ky.
(AP) — Tavo more projects
at Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area
have been selected to
receive federal stimulus
funds.
Bill Lisowsky, area
supervisor
for
Land
Between the Lakes, says
one project will involve trail
reconstruction and bridge
replacements. An emphasis
will be on replacing small
foot bridges and reconstructing needed trail seg.
usaU in areas where it is
lietied.
The other project will
replace a wastewatet treatment plant at Wranglers
Campground, which is open
year-round.
The projects were among
191 U.S. Forest Service
projects funded in 32 states.

Woman claims deputies used stun gun during seizare

HARRODSBURG, Ky.(AP) -- A Lincoln County woman is
suing Mercer County deputies, claiming they used a stun gun on
her while she was suffering from a seizure.
Whitney Kareken, of Stanford, claims Deputy Eric Barkman and
other unnamed deputies handcuffed her and used a stun gun on her
three times in an effort to get her under control while she was
enduring a seizure.
The Advocate-Messenger reports the incident occurred after the
seizure caused Kareken to lose control of her SUV and crash into
a ditch.

Condition upgraded for infant injured by dog
LEXIN

than actually to count people Reelfoot's landmark
working. Civilian labor force
inn may be demolished
statistics include non-military
workers
DYERSBURG, Tenn (AP)
and
unemployed
Kentuckians who are actively — The state may demolish
seeking work. They do not Reelfoot Lake State Park's
include
unemployed landmark Airpark Inn, which
Kentuckians who have not was damaged by fire last
November.
looked for employment within
According to the State
the past four weeks.
The Kentucky Office of Gazette in Dyersburg, officials
Employment Training is an at the Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation
agency of the Kentucky
Education
and
Workforce believe it would cost more to
Development Cabinet. More repair the inn than to demolish
Li.
employment information can be
Six of the 20 rooms at the
found online at www.workstructure were destroyed by the
force.ky.gov.
fire.
A January ice storm complicated matters. Water pipes
froze and burst and the inn's
remaining rooms can't be
reopened until the water lines
••• — and several other problems
— are fixed.
The inn was built on piers
over Reelfoot Lake in the early
1970s and won a number of
architectural awards.

Personalized Care During
Your Pregnancy

GE plant in Lexington
to close next year
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
General Electric will close its
Lexington plant by the end of
July 2010.
The plant employs 125 people, about half of whom will
qualify for a special early retirement package.
Lexington's
WKYT-TV
reports the plant makes glass
bulbs called "envelopes" for
incandescent light bulbs.
141,11
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Your Physician Every Visit

GTON, Ky.(AP) — A hospital has upgraded the condition of an infant injured after the family dog dragged him from his
crib to the backyard.
University of Kentucky spokeswoman Amy Ratliff said
Thursday that Alexander James Smith is now listed in serious
condition at UK hospital in Lexington. A day earlier, he was
listed in
critical condition.

Armed man enters home, demands pills

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Lexington police say a man with
a
gun forced his way inside a home where a woman lived with
her
three young children and fled with prescription pain pills.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports the man bound the
hands
of mother Rebecca Adams with a plastic zip tie. Her three
young
children were placed in a bedroom but were not injured.

•Breakfasts ...
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From Front

attend and possibly speak at the
breakfast.
Richards, state Treasurer Todd
"The breakfast will be held
Hollenbach, Auditor
Crit from eight
to nine and then the
Luallen, Attorney General Jack
speaking will begin at nine."
Conway and state Democratic
Johnson said.
Party Chairman Charlie Moore;
Calloway County Republican
some of which have been conParty Chairman Greg DeLancey
firmed as speakers at Fancy
said Secretary of State Trey
Farm.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, vice Grayson, Senate President
David Williams, Sen. Ken
chairman of the Calloway
Winters, Steven Rudy and a
County Democratic Party, said
Thursday that the breakfast couple of U.S. Senate candigatherings are a favorite for dates are expected to speak to
local party faithful and every- Republicans. Caroline Cash, a
one interested is welcome to Murray State University student
and leader of the MSU College
attend.
Republicans, will serve as mis"That is usually my favorite
meal of the whole thing," tress of ceremonies. Tickets
Stubblefield said. "You don't may be bought in advance or at
have to wait in a long line and the door for $15.
The list of those that have
it's always so hot at Fancy
Farm. Hot barbecue and hot confirmed attendance or time
behind the podium at Fancy
weather don't mix for me."
Andi Johnson, a spokes- Farm include Luallen, Grayson,
Mongiardo and several new
woman for the Kentucky
Republican Party headquarters faces running for U.S. Sen. Jim
Bunning's seat in the U.S.
in
Frankfort,
also
said
Republicans scheduled to attend Senate including Democrats
Darlene Fitzgerald Price and
the picnic would most likely
Maurice Sweeney as well as
Republicans Dr. Rand Paul and
Bill Johnson. Louisville Mayor
Jerry Abramson - chosen by
NOTICE
• There will be a special- Gov. Steve Beshear to be his
called meeting of the Murray running mate in the 2011 guberState University Board of natorial election - and his
wife,
Regents at 3 p.m. Monday in
Madeline, are also expected to
the Jesse Stuart Room on attend
but may not speak. The
the second floor of the
list also includes Treasurer
Pogue Library. The three
newest members of the Todd Hollenbach, First District
board, Constantine "Deno" Sen. Ken Winters, Rep. Fred
Nesler and Rep. Steven Rudy.
Curris, Sharon Green and
Agriculture
Phil Schooley will be sworn
Commissioner
in, the vice chair and secre- Richie Farmer will not appear.
tary will be elected, and
Bunning,
Sen.
Mitch
there will be planning for the
McConnell and Rep. Ed
annual retreat and work ses- Whitfield have not
confirmed
sion.
appearances.
Republicans
have
also
• To report a Town Crier
announced that they will hold
item call 753-1916.
their "Night Before Fancy
Farm" Rally on Friday, July 31,
at 6 p.m. at the Calvert City
Community Center, while
Democrats will gather for their
Girls Softball tryouts
annual Ham and Bean Dinner at
at MMS number listed 6 p.m. at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park
A telephone number ri
Thursday's Datebook for
Convention
Center
in
Murray Middle School girls
Gilbertsville
softball tryouts was listed
incorrectly. The correct number
Taco Bell ad Chihuahua
is 753-5125.
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Correction

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916

'Gidget' dies at age 15
LOS ANGELES (AP) Gidget the Chihuahua, the bugeyed, big-eared star of 1990s
Taco Bell commercials who
was a diva on and off the
screen, has died. She was IS
Gidget suffered a massive
stroke late Tuesday night at her
trainer's home in Santa Clarita
and had to be euthanized, said
Karin McElhatton, owner of
Studio Animal Services in
Castaic, which owned the dog.
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Minimum wage hike could threaten low earners'jobs
By IMONNE WALKER
stimulate consumer spending and strengthen businesses
in the long./
Associated Press Writer
run.
ATLANTA (AP) — A federal minimum wage increase
that takes
It's an old policy debate that resurfaced when Congress
passed the
effect Friday could prolong the recession, some economis
ts say, by increase two years ago and has taken on urgency
as the nation's fis.I4
forcing small businesses to lay off the same workers that
the pay cal funk has deepened.
hike passed in better times was meant to help
In the end, it's the workers and their employers who
find thea.
The increase to $7.25 means 70 cents more an hour for the lowestselves caught in the middle.
.;
paid workers in the 30 states that have lower minimums
or no minAt Bench Warmers Bar and Grill in the southeast Kansas
farming''
imum wage. It also means higher costs for employer
s who feel town of Chanute (pronounced sha-NOO
T), owner Cathy Matneyt
they've already trimmed all their operating fat.
has decided to let some of her dishwashers go rather
than pay all 22'-'
"How will they absorb the increase?" said Rajeev Dhawan.
direc- of her employees more.
tor of Georgia State University's Economic Forecast
ing Center.
"It's bad timing," said Matney, whose waitresses and
cooks will ;
"They will either hire less people or they will do less business.
"
have to pitch in with scrubbing pots and pans. "With
the economy
More than in any period before, businesses are likely
to lay off like this, there's a lot of people who are out
of work and this is onlyr
employees and reduce hours, further fueling the economic slump
in going to add to it."
• ;a!
states seeing double-digit unemployment rates, fiscal conserva
tives
Ryan Arfmann, who owns a Jamba Juice shop in
Idaho
Falls.%
and some economists say.
Idaho, will be cutting hours to his staff, which is made up
largely of
Minimum wage advocates counter the wage bump will keep
more college students, high schoolers and homemakers
who want to make .
working poor afloat, and say more increases are needed
to help a few bucks.
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HAWKINS TEAGDEteoger & times
BLOOD DRIVE: Eleanor Winsor prepares to give
blood
Thursday at St. John's Episcopal Church. Pictured at
nght is
Ennis Canady from the Nashville regional office
of the
Amehcan Red Cross.

III Health plan ...
From Front
be no Senate vote before
Congress goes home in early
August,
the
chamber's
Democratic leaders spoke optimistically of wrapping up a
bipartisan bill in the next two
weeks.
That offered no reassurance to
Democrats in the House, many
of whom are reluctant to vote on
a S540-billion tax increase to
help pay for the overhaul unless
senators also stick their necks
out before an election year.
Exiting a contentious leadership
meeting, Rep. Jim Clybum of
South Carolina, the third-ranking House Democrat, called for
canceling the August recess if a
bill isn't passed.
On a trip to Ohio, Obama
shrugged off the delay. "I want to
get it right. but I also want to get it
done promptly," Obama said.
The president compared the overhaul to NASA's Apollo program
that landed astronauts on the moon
40 years ago this week."We can do
this: he insisted.
But many are questioning the
engineering of House and
Senate committee bills that
emerged in recent weeks.

Doubts revolve around costs to
taxpayers and the reach of government. In the House, moderate and conservative Democrats
bucked against legislation written with a liberal tilt by party
elders. In the Senate. moderate
Democrats are insisting on trying to work out a deal with a
handful of Republicans who are
willing to talk.
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. D-Nev., suggested that
slowing things down may be the
wise course for now.
"It's better to have a product
based on quality and thoughtfulness rather than try to jam something through," Reid said, delivering the official announcement
of the delay. His words were a
near-echo
of
moderate
Republicans
who
support
sweeping changes but criticize
Obama's rush to act.
AARP issued a statement
expressing disappointment with
the Senate's "failure" to act.
"An August of waiting will not
lower costs, increase access or
improve quality," said Nancy
LeaMond, executive vice president of the seniors' lobby, which
has been in the forefront pushing for an overhaul.

•City Council raises sticker price, honors Koenen...
ued or wanted
From Front
records requests to obtain a list
of vehicles registered in the city
to investigate who was not paying. Police Chief Ken Claud
said that so far this year. about
5(X) people had been cited during traffic stops for not having
the stickers.
Anderson said he felt that
including the sticker increase in
the budget before actually voting on the ordinance for the
increase was "putting the cart
before the horse." He said the
increase was his only reason for
voting against the budget in
May and June when the council
passed the first and second readings.
In
addition
to
the
Finance/Personnel Committee,
the Long Range Planning
Committee also met prior to the
regular council meeting to discuss forming a long range plan
for the city. Councilwoman
Linda Cherry. who chairs the
committee, said that in the coming months, she wanted communication between the city's staff
members, council members and
the public while fonning the
plan. City Administrator Matt
Mattingly said he hoped that
council members would use
their positions in any organizations in which they are involved
to stress to the public how
important their input is in deciding what city services they val-

Kopperud Realty's
Open Houses

in the future.
Koenen, 90, for his service to
Hudspeth said most people
the city. Koenen recently
don't react to anything the city
resigned from the Planning
does until it talks about raising
Commission after many years_
taxes, and he hoped they would
but will still serve on the Senior
realize how critical their
Citizens Board. Mayor Torn
involvement was in the plan.
Rushing said Koenen joined the
"Hopefully, they'll come out
and talk to us," he said. "How
we get them here. I don't
know."
The council also approved
five vehicles to be declared as
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Staff
surplus. Claud said a 2005 Ford
at
the
Kentucky
Association of Counties no
Interceptor would be given to
longer have credit cards and the
the Murray-Calloway County
organization will review its
Airport, a 2004 Interceptor
expenses better.
would be given to the city-counThose actions and the resigty park and a 2003 Interceptor
nation of a board member came
would be given to the city-counThursday during a meeting to
ty Transit Authority. A 1993
discuss expenses that have
Jeep Grand Cherokee and a
come under fire after a series of
1986 Buick Regal will be sold
stories by the Lexington Heraldby taking sealed bids, he said.
Leader.
The council also approved the
The organization provides
Finance/Personnel Committee's
lobbying, insurance and other
decision to carry over $5,000
services for all 120 Kentucky
from the last fiscal year to the
current one for improvements to
the Street Department facility.
including a new HVAC system
and drop ceiling. Lanier said the
project had been intended to be
done Defore the end of June but
had not yet started, so the current budget needed to be amended to include those funds_
The council also recognized
former Councilman Howard

KACo reins in credit card spending
counties.
The newspaper reports the,...
board
approved
KAU
President J. Michael Foster'scall to create an auditing corns
mittee that will oversee finances ;.
and report back to the board.
.
It also approved the resignation of Spencer County JudgeExecutive David Jenkins, a pasi ,
president and current board
member. The newspaper has
reported that charges were made
at two strip club!; and a
Lexington escort service with a
credit card issued to Jenkins. -

Subscribe by calling 7531916
T
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FOR GREAT RATE

Sunday, Sub/ 26, 2009
Choose deposit products from
State Farm Bank' that fit the way you like to save.
Call today for more information

1301 Oakhill Drive
Time: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

1857 State Route 94 West
Time: 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOM BUILT HOME! This 4 bedroom.
2 5 bath home is located on a corner lot and features include a
lormal dining room, large living room. French doors leading to
the screened porch. a large bonus room upstairs, large bathrooms and custom designed cabinetry The beautifully lands,aped yard has both a patio and a screened porch. designed
with skylights and a stained concrete floor, perfect for relaxing
Pnced a 5275A100 MLS #5I423

BEAUTIFULLY UPDATED IS STORY - TRADITIONAL HOME
MTN BASEMENT AND 1.8 ACRES' has home offers 5 herkoonts. 3 5
laths and ekgant soling Gleaning new hardwood floors. crown molding
plantation stamen highlighting the tall light filled windows and hat
update, Fresh paint in and out and Timberline roof shinglis are nor a few
of the changes With two fireplaces. tonnal in mg room dining room somplete with Neer', pantry.[noting breakfast area looking out to the co+ mil
back porch, charming kitchen and A cot) family room. the man ksel offers
casual elegance and a relating mrxxi Priced at S324.900 MLS #51367

148 W. Edinborough
lime: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

1204 Dogwood Drive
Time: 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

CUSTOM BUILT HOME! This 3 bedroom. 2 bath
one owner home features open floor plan with split
bedroom arrangement. custom-built kitchen cabinets
w/dental molding. tray ceilings, hardwood floors,
walk-in kitchen pantry, breakfast area and living room
with gas log fireplace. Home also has a bonus room
iced at $197,900. MLS #51535

CLASSIC' HOME IN GREAT IlkATION' aissic, well maintained
home has S bedroom. 2 full bath ut a wonderful location Newn carpet
upstairs and hardwood and fik flows on the main level Ceiling fans in
most rooms ,uid unbelievable storage throughout Bathrooms have
been updated. bedrooms have walkon closets and family room has gas
log fireplace Both formal and informal living areas and a dining area off
the kitchen A covered porch is the perfect place to relax and enjoy the
homes loselv landss aped yard_ Priced at 5255.0110 MLS #50191

AVINGS ACCOUNTS
$0-$24,999
0.17%A PY"
$25,000-$49,999 0.62%APY"
$50,000-$99,999
1.17%APY*
$1(X),000+
1.27%APY*
CERTIFICATES O_F DEPOSIT

Mark Lewis
State Farm Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Bus 270-753-9627

90 days
180 days
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

0.64%APY*
1.13%APY"
1.549/0APY"
1.77%APY*
2.090A3APY"
2.25%APY"
3.15%APY"

MONEY MARKFT ACCOUNTS
$0-$99
$100-$9,999
$10,000-$24,999
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000+

.hihuahua
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council in January 1978 and had
served on many boards since,.
then. Rushing and several coun,'
cil members thanked Koenen.;
for what he had taught them
about the city and its history.

Bank.
300 South 5th Street
lime: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
HOME IN THE CITY trrars, Well maintained 4

I MEIN
bedroom. 2 huh home with beautiful refinished hardwood
floor, renovated bathrooms. newly installed dishwasher, 901
selling fans and new countertops in the kitchen The living room
features a gas log fireplace and an adorable classic niche This
wonderful home is bursting with character and is truly a move1T1 ready home Pnced to sell at only 594.0(8) MLS #49170

358 Maplewood Circle
lime: 2:00- 4:00 p.m.
GREAT HOME LOCATED IN MAPLEWOOD
ESTATES! This 3 bedroom. 2 bath home was built in
2007 and features hardwood floors, a large master
suite, open floor plar,. and vaulted ceilings in the living room and kitchen. Priced to sell at S177,500. MLS
#48390
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr

•

Elizabeth Host'lo
& Lincoln Rowe
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Photo provided
GARDEN MEETING: Presenting the program at the meeting
of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the Murray State Universit
y Greenhouse were, from left, Johnnie
Stockdale, Paul Radke and Dr Pat Williams who spoke
about the progress and future plans
for the arboretum. Later the group had lunch at Dump!in'
s. The department will meet Thursday,
Aug. 6, for a trip to the Expenmental Station in Jackson,
Tenn.

Tamsyn Gamer
& Clayton Vertees

Will Pitman. a 2007 graduate
of Murray High School, has
been awarded the Murray
Calloway County Medical

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons
Ashley Fannin
& Todd Groom,
•

Kiana Jackson
& Chns Pearson

•

Erica Anderson
& Matthew Yezerski

•

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

•'

Rachel Davis
& Nathan Martin

•

•
•
•

Mary Gandy
& Alan Chase
Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle
You may purchase
online at
www.vintagerose.com

The Ugly Truth
R- 1:05 • 3:15- 7:25 - 9:30

Orphan
R- 1:25 - 3:50 - 7:35 - 9:55
Public Enemies
R - 3:20 - 9:20
Ice Age 3 - 3D

G-Force in 3D 'Dolby Net"
al 31)
PG • AO -

•Brida(Re8isrr1 &gifts
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270I 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

..

,

PG. 1:15 - 7:15

3:10 - 7:05 - 9:10

BreelariNilifIlisdPrin
PG. 12:40 - 345 • 6:45 - 9:50
Transformers 2
PG13 - 12:50 - 3:40 - 6:55 - 9:45
The Proposal
PG13 - 1:35 • 3:55 - 7:20 - 9:40

'fhe Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway County is now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to I
p.m.(until sold out at the Calloway County Fairgrounds. located op
Ky. Hwy. 121 North, Murray. Items available include sweet corn,
tomatoes, watermelons, broccoli, black berries. fresh tiiapia, squash,
cucumbers, herbs, red and white cabbage. green, yellow, red and
white onions, zucchini, assorted peppers, green beans, okra, garlic,
pinto beans, bar-b-que, all natural beef (Saturday only), sorghum,
honey and much more.

Scholarship. W.J. arid Martha
Pitman Biology Scholarship and
John W. Carr Scholarship at
Murray State University.
He is the son of Michael and
Laura Pitman of Murray and
plans to major in biology.
His college activities include
MSU Student Ambassador,
Honors
Program
Student,
Captain of MSU Club Soccer,
held several leadership positions
in Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
and a member of Gamma Sigma
Alpha Academic Honor Society.

Bazzell Cemetery meeting will be Saturday with Rev.
Larry
Salmon. pastor of Coldwater Baptist Church. to speak at II
a.m.
Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery will be received. If
unable
to attend, donations may be mailed to Willis Sanders, 8224
St. Ri.
121 North, Murray, KY 4271.

Calloway County Chapter of Amencan Red Cross will have
a
blood drive Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p .m. at the Kentucky
Army National Guard building, 1501 Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Flbitass

Ellis Homemakers plan craft show

Christina Jacqueline McPhail, daughter of Robert mei Batara
McPhail of Murray. and George Robert Alexander, son of Robert
and lane Alexander of Almo. will be married Saturday. July 25,
2009, at 4 p.m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. Dexter.
All relatives and friends are invited.
Shawna Michele Rushing, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Rushing of Murray, and Blake Adam Munger. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Munger of East Prairie. Mo.. will be married Saturday. July 25,
2009, at 6:30 p.m. at First Christian Church, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Dewayne O'Barr who were married in
June will be honored at a reception on Saturday. July 25, 2009, starting at 6:30 p.m. at the Miller Memorial Golf Course Club House.
Murray. Mrs. O'Barr is the former Ashley Lynn Cleaver, daughter
of Max and Le-eAnn Cleaver of Murray and Bill and Kathy Nelson
of Benton. Mr. O'Barr is the son of Raymond Jr. and Rena 0'Barr
of Union Hill, Ala.

"thanks for being a good neighbor,

Ellis Center Homemakers will have a craft show on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Ellis Center. 630 Ellis Drive,
Murray.
Featured will be cards, crochet, dolls, decorative boxes, embroide
ry,
gourds. jewelry, tote bags, sun catchers, floral sprays and
wreaths.
Christmas items and other miscellaneous items. Doughnut
s, coffee
and baked goods will also be featured.

Hicks Cemetery plans meeting

Hicks Cemetery Day will be Saturday from 8 to II a.m. Each one
ohould bring or send donations for the upkeep of the cemetery or
mail them to Gary Ferris, 498 Farris Rd., Murray, KY 42071
or
Owen Garrison, 372 Scotts Fitts Rd.. Murray, KY 42071.

Hughes reunion Saturday

The descendants of William Bascum and Leona Dorm-, Hughes
will have a family reunion on Saturday from 2 to 6 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. A potluck meal will be served. All family members and friends are invited. For information call Ella Tidwell
at
753-5308.

Kirk.sey church plans Bible School

Kirskey United Methodist Church will have its Vacation Bible
School on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with the theme being
"All
Creatures Great and Small." Lunch will be provided and visitors
are
invited.

Jackson Purchase Historical Society will have its summer
meeting Saturday at 11 a.m. at Lacey's Restaurant, 319 North Main
St.,
Benton, with the speaker being Mike Freeland, author of
"Blood
River to Berlin. The World War II Journal of an Army
Medic, and
autobiographical work". Lunch will be served at 11 a.m.
and Mr.
Freeland will speak at approximately 12:30 p.m. All intereste
d persons are invited.

Bazzell will be honored
A reception in honor of Peggy Bazzell who is retiring
after 37
years of service will be at the Heritage Bank North
Office, 1601
North 12th St., today (Friday) from 2 to 6 p.m. The public
is invited.

Reformers' group will meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program,
will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informati
on or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

PEGGY BAZZELL WILL BE RETIRING FROM 37 YEARS OF SERVICE
WITH HERITAGE BANK! WE WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO

Shrine Bingo on Friday

JOIN US IN A CELEBRATION OF PEGGY'S MANY WONDERFUL

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m
at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is
invited.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CUSTOMERS OF HERITAGE BANK.

Girls Softball Camp planned

A Girls Softball Camp for girls, 6 to 13 years of age,
will be from
6 to 8 p.m. on July 24, 27 and 28 at the Murray
-Calloway Park,
across the street from Pagliai's. Registration will be
Monday. at 5
p.m. This will be a fundraiser for Murray High
School Girls
Softball. For more information call Mark Winchester at
293-5185.

Friday, July 24th

Soccer registration scheduled

2-6 p.m. the Murra) North Office
1601 North 12th Strect, Murray
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Red Cross holding blood drive

The following are reminders of events, scheduled for this weekend, that were recently published in the Murrar Ledger & Times.
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The Downtown Saturday Market is open Saturday from 7 a.m, to
noon on Murray's Court Square. Items on the market include home
grown strawberries, tomatoes, lettuce, radishes, cabbage, asparagus
.
green onions, plants, herbs, tilapia fish, fresh baked breads,
rolls,
muffins, pies, cookies and organic plant food and soil condition
er
For more information call Murray Main Street, 759-9474 or Martha
Alls, market coordinator, 753-7222.

Historical Society will meet

\IMP'

Dr. H

Downtown Market Saturday

MSU Scholarships
received by Pitman

Allison Hocking
& Ross Etheridge

Rebecca Cripps
& James Ramsey

Veterans and their families will be given
counseiing and assistance in tiling claims for
state and federal benefits. These are given
Monday from 1 to 3:30 p.m. and Thursday
from 9:311 to 3:31 p.m. at VA Clinic, 2420
Perks Creek Dr., Paducah, and 'Melds)
and Wednesday from 9 saw to 3:30 p.m. at
the VA Clink at 1253 Paris Rd-, Mayfield.
Ron McClure, regional Reid representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance. For information and appointments. call 1-577-8124840
or
1-247-1131
or
e-maii
runald.mcclure4ky.gov. Walk-ins will be
assisted as time permits.

Farmers' Market open Saturday
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Veterans will be given free
counseling and assistance

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams.
director. said, "These may be
taken to the center during regular hours: or persons may drive
through the driveway on the
west side of the center and place
them in the cotton wagon there
anytime day or night: or may be
donated at a Make A Difference
Day at Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."
•

kin

et,

t01.•• 1101.1$1.16 OOOOOO

Murray Calloway County Soccer Association will hold
fall registration at the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday
. July
30 from 5 to 8 p.m. Players, ages 3-18, can play in the
recreational
league. If interested in more competitive soccer(must be 8
years of
age by Aug. I. 2009) look into the select/competitive
program by
contacting Jamie Rogers, select coordinator, at 227-7827
or visit
website, www.beecreek.org or call 76 1 -CrOAL

CCHS Class of 1989 planning reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1989 is planning
events
for its 20-year reunion. On Friday. Aug. 28, a tent will
be set up at
the Murray-Calloway football game at Murray State
University
Stewart Stadium prior to game time. Everyone is invited
to The Big
Apple after the game for an informal gathering. On Saturday,
Aug
29. a golf scramble at the Murray Country Club is being
organized
The reunion dinner will be that night at 7 p.m. at the
Murrat
Country Club. For more information contact Betsy Whitfield
at 270,
519-0%1 or Stefani Billington at 270-752-1624.
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Mrs Dorthe Mae Jones Caraway. 90,
Fairlane Drive. Murray.
died Thursday. July 23. 2009. at 1
25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care_
She was owner/operator of Carraway
Furniture She was a member of Murray First United Methodist
Church and of the Friendship
Gleanor Sunday School Class.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Pat Carraway
, who died
Aug. 4, 2002; two grandsons, Benne
Norsworthy and Bob Cook;
one sister, Layeleen Jones Paschall:
one brother, William Doris
Jones Born March 18, 1919. in Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late William Luther Jones and Dola
Jane Jackson
Jones
Survivors include two daughters, lance Norsworthy
and husttand, Larry. Murray, and Terese Shemwell and
husband. Ronnie.
Hazel; one sister. Sue Jones Outland, Murray: four
grandchildren,
Tammy Chadwick and husband. Kenny. Murray.
and Molena Fox
and husband, Roger, Tiffany Shemwell and Worth
Shemwell. all of
Hazel; four great-grandchildren. Scott and Shelby
Cook and
Bnttany and Gavin Fox; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
Amanda
Coles and Matt Chadwick; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev, Richard Smith, Rev. Bob
Saywell.
Rev. Jim Stahler and Worth Shemwell will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray First United
Methodist Church, in memory of Dortha Caraway. 503 Maple
St..
Murray, KY 42071.

Dr. Haney Lynn Eider
Dr. Harvey Lynn Elder, 75, Mayfield and Murray, died
Thursday.
July 23, 2009, at Deaconess Hospital. Evansville, Ind. His
death was
from injunes sustained in a traffic accident that occurred
Wednesday
on John Puryear Drive. Paducah.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at Cuba Church of
Christ
Church. Burial will follow in the Pryorsburg Cemetery. Visitation
will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray. from 5 to
8 p.m.
today (Friday) and from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday at Dr. Elder's
home at
5939 St. Rt. 45 South. Mayfield

Mrs. Victeda DiBeseventura-Smith

Mrs. Victoria DiBonaventura-Smith, 62, Buchanan. Tenn..
died
Tuesday. July 21, 2009. at Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Nashville, Tenn.
An Army veteran. ;he was a graduate of Memphis
Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law in 1988 and practiced law in Paris, Tenn., for 20 years. She was a
member of the Bar Association, Paris Christian
Church and of Panther Clan Overbill Nation of
Cherokee Descendants where she was known as Woman
Eagle
Spirit.
She was married June 23, 2004 to Junior Smith who died Sept.
10, 2005. Also preceding her in death were one son in infancy. Born
Oct. II. 1946. in West Chester. Pa., she was the daughter of the
late
'Victor Vincent DiBonaventura and Jessie Leora Stewart
DiBonaventura.
Survivors include two daughters. Keitha Sanchez and husband,
Stephen, New Concord, Ky., and Ericka Ettinger and husband.
Dave, Cleveland, Ohio; one son, John Stewart Baker and
wife.
Crystal. Paris; three stepdaughters; four step sons; one sister,
Rebecca McPherson, Port Deposit, Md.; one brother, Billy
DiBonventura. Middletown, Del.; seven grandchildren, Hannah
Robertson. Stephen Sanchez Jr., David and Kyle Ettinger, and
Johnathan, Peyton and Austin Baker; seven stepgrandchildren; two
nephews, Craig and Steven McPherson.
The funeral will be Saturday at noon in LeDon Chapel
of
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris. Tenn.. Gilbert Walker, James
Walker and Edgar Lee Adamson will officiate. Cremation will follow the service. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Friday) and after 10 a.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kenneth Copeland
Ministries, KCM.org.

Schools to compete
for extra dollars
WASHINGTON (AP) --States and school districts will
soon be able to compete for $5
billion to undertake school
reforms sought by President
Barack Obama.
Part of the economic stimulus
law enacted earlier this year. the
$5 billion fund is Obama's big
. shot at overhauling schools over
the next couple of years.
Obama and his education
secretary, Ame Duncan. planned
to lay out how states can win the
money Friday at the Education
Department.
The president will use the
money to prod states to toughen
academic standards and find
better ways to recruit and keep
effective teachers. To get the
money. states will also need to
be able to track student performance, and they will need a plan
of action to turn around failing
schools.
"I am unbelievably hopeful

about the level of change we can
drive and the amount of reform
we're going to see," Duncan
said Thursday in an interview
with The Associated Press.
A state will have to meet a
series of conditions to earn
points and boost its chances.
Some of those conditions are
controversial, especially among
teachers' unions, which make up
an influential segment of
Obama's Democratic base.
For example. the administration says it will not award
money to states that bar student
performance data from being
linked to teacher evaluations.
Several
states,
including
California. New York and
Wisconsin. have such a prohibition.
But there are also elements
the unions will embrace: states
can earn points by submitting
letters of support from state
union leaders.

Israel: Iranian nukes
could set off arms race
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP)-If Iran develops nuclear
'capabilities it will start an arms
race in the Middle East that
would threaten the world.
Israel's foreign minister said
Thursday.
Avigdor Lieberman said at
:the start of his four-clay trip to
Argentina that "Iran is the
biggest sponsor of world terror
organizations such as Hamas.
(Islamic) Jihad and Hezbollah."
"If Iran would achieve
nuclear capacity, we'll see a
crazy nuclear-armed race in our
region that will be a threat not
only to Israel but to the rest of
the world," he told reporters.
Iran has insisted that its
nuclear program is for peaceful
purposes, but Israel and the U.S.

reject that.
Argentina is the second stage
of a 10-day tour of four South
American nations aimed at
staunching Iran's growing influence in the region.
Lieberman also met with
Argentine Foreign Minister
Jorge Taiana to discuss preparations for Israeli President
Shimon
Peres'
visit
in
November, according to a
Foreign Ministry statement.
Argentina is home to the
largest Jewish community in
Latin America.
Argentine prosecutors say
Iran and Hezbollah were behind
the 1994 bombing of a Jewish
community center in the city
that killed 85. Iran has denied
involvement.
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Swine flu pandemic in early stages

GENEVA I APt - The global swine flu epidemic is still in
its early stages, even though
reports of over 10).000 inksLions in England alone last week
are plausible. the World Health
Organization's flu chief said
Friday.
Keiji
Fukuda,
WHO's
Assistant Director-General for
Health
Security
and
Environment,
told
The
Associated Press that given the
size of the world's population.
the new H IN 1 virus is likely to
spread for some time.
WHO earlier estimated that
as many as 2 billion people
could become infected over the
next two years.
"Even if we have hundreds of
thousands of cases Of a few millions of cases ... we're relatively
early in the pandemic," Fukuda
said in an interview at WHO's
headquarters in Geneva
The global health agency
stopped asking governments to
report new cases last week, saying the effort was too great now
that the disease has become so

widespread in some countries.
Fukuda. the former chief of
epidemiology at the U.S
Centers for DISCASC Control and
Prevention, also said there must
be no doubt over the safety of
swine flu vaccines before they
are given to the public.
Health officials and drug
makers are looking into ways of
speeding up the production of
the vaccine before the northern
hemisphere enters its flu season
in the fall.
The first vaccines are expected in September and October,
said Fukuda. Other vaccines will
take until December or January
before they are released onto the
market -- well into flu season
when a further dramatic rise in
swine flu cases is predicted.
"Everybody involved with
the vaccine work, from manufacturers up to the regulatory
agencies, are looking at what
steps can be taken to make the
process as streamlined as positble," Fukuda said "One of the
things which cannot be comprorinsed is the safety of vaccines."

The search for an effective
inoculation has taken on A new
urgency AS WHO announced
that almost
people have died
from the disease in the past four
months; more than the H5N1
bird flu strain has killed in six
years.
One question that scientists
and health officials have disagree on is whethei pregnant
women should be among the
first to receive a vaccine.
A report by WHO experts
found that pregnant women
appear to be "at increased nsk
for severe disease, potentially
resulting in spontaneous abortion and/or death, especially
during the second and third
trimesters of pregnancy."
Several women and their
children have died in recent
weeks, though obesity may have
played a role in some of the
deaths, the report says.
"Pregnant
women
have
emerged as one of the groups
that we are concerned about as
being at higher risk than other
people in terms of having the

possibility of developing severe
illness." said Fukuda.
But right now. WHO is holding back on recommending that
pregnant women receive priority
ACC I nations
And the agency IS not commenting on the contentious suggestion by British and Swiss
health officials that women
should consider delaying pregnancy if they can.
"WHO certainly has no recommendations on
whether
women should try to have children'. now. Fukuda said.
The agency has been working
hard to ensure that poor countries receive vaccines too.
despite rich nations having preordered most of the available
stock. A WHO spokesman said
Friday that two drug makers
have pledged to donate 151)million doses of vaccine to poorer
countries by the end of October.
"We're working with a range
of partners to secure more vaccine for (poor) countries."
WHO's Gregory Hard said.

Weak recovery provides little relief for unemployed

WASHINGTON (API - As
the recession eases, companies
are cutting fewer jobs Yet they
remain reluctant to hire, leaving
potentially millions of people
without any financial aid long
after their unemployment benefits run out.
That grim picture was reinforced Thursday by the latest
government report on jobless
benefits.
The number of fitst-time
claims-a proxy for the pace of
layoffs -- remained below the
peak levels of the spring. At the
same time, though. the total
number of people receiving
unemployment aid topped 9.1
million.
"We are ;eft with a bifurcated
job market, with fewer newer
claimants but a rising tide of
long-term unemployed." said
Cary Leahey. an economist at
Decision Economics. "Some
will exhaust all their benefits
and be at wit's end to make ends
meet."
The National Employment
Law Project, an advocacy

group. projects that 540,00)
people will use up their unemployment benefits by the end of
September. It estimates 1.5 million will have run out by year's
encl.
Those benefits include up to
53 weeks of emergency extended coverage, on top of the standard 26 weeks of aid typically
provided by most states.
The loss of all unemployment
aid for so many jobless
Americans could lead to calls
for further benefits extensions.
C'ongress first provided federal
emergency benefits last year.
Those benefits were extended in
February by the Obama administration's stimulus pack :ge.
Steven Ridenhour, 40, is
receiving extended unemployment benefits after having been
laid off nine months ago from a
Chrysler plant in suburban St.
Louis. But that extra assistance
is scheduled to run out this fall.
He is using a one-time buyout payment from Chrysler to
pay his mortgage and support
his wife and four children. The

U.S. image abroad
surges under Obama
WASHINGTON (API President Barack Obama's popularity has boosted America's
image abroad even though deep
suspicions about the U.S. persist
in the Muslim world, according
to a poll released Thursday.
The survey of two dozen
nations conducted this spring by
the nonpartisan Pew Research
Center found that positive public attitudes toward the United
States have surged in many parts
of the world since Obama's election.
Positive opinions about the
United States have returned to
higher levels not seen since
before President George W.
Bush took office in 2001. The
Bush presidency marked a steep

decline in U.S. popularity overseas, notably after the 2003
invasion of Iraq. because of a
perception that the post-9/11
war on terrorism was targeted at
Muslims. "The image of the
United States has improved
markedly in most parts of the
world, reflecting global confidence in Barack Obama," the
center said in its annual Pew
Global Attitudes Report.
Several specific admirustration policies drew near universal
acclaim, including Obama's
pledge to close the Navy-run
detention facility for terrorist
suspects at Guantanamo Bay.
Cuba and the U.S. timeline for
withdrawing U.S. troops from
Iraq, the survey found.

pretax payment of $140.000
amounts to one year of his
salary'.
Ridenhour said he wants to
work with his hands. But jobs
are scarce.
"There are so many people I
know around St. Louis that are
where I'm at." he said. "The
job) market is pretty well flooded nght now."
Even if the economy begins
to recover this summer, as some
economists expect. growth will
likely be anemic, and unemployment will continue to rise. Most
private economists and the
Federal Reserve expect the

unemployment rate to top 10
percent by year-end. The rate for
June hit 9.5 percent. a 26-year
high.
Job seekers are trying to
pounce on any potential opportunity. J.C. Penney Co. Inc.
opened a new store in New York
City on Thursday, creating 500
new positions. Company officials told The Associated Press
that they received 15.000 applications - an average of 30 for
each opening.
Economists say job creation
will be weak even if the economy begins to recover this year
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9 00• m
Sabbath Schia0
Sat 10 15 a m

WILMA!,

ST. HAILER ANGUCAN CHURCH
1214 Mayneici Sigherse. Illessim KY 49005
270427-0002
Service
10-00 111.S1
Fess Day Servires restart the bar 153411111

APOSTOLIC

APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10.00•m
Tuesday
6 45 p m
Thursday
6.45 pit

ASSOWIRICS OF INIO

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 am
Sunda, Evening Worship 6700 p m
Wednesday Bible Study
7-00 p m

urns".

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
200 pm
3rd Sunday
1 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050am
Evening Worship
600 p
MOUNT HOW FRIDIVILL BAPTIST
Sundam School
930•m
Worship
1100am
NEW MT. CAIUMEL. MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 -00• m
Evening Worship
600 p in
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10-00 a in
Evening Worship
6-00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10700•to
Worship
il•m & 6 pm
OAR GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 am & 7 pin.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10-00 cm.
Preaching
11,00 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6700
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship 8.45 am k 11 a.m. k 6 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 a.in
Worship
1030 am & 6 p.m
Wed Night Bible Study
7700 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p. m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7-00 p.m
Proyer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p -10 p.m
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 am
Worship
11 am & 6pm
Wednesday
p.m

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 -00 am
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 am
Worship
11 am & 6pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Schooi
945 a in
Morning Services
11,00 a in
Evening Services
6:00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
630 p.m
Sunday School
10700•m
Worship Service
11-00 a.ni
Sunda) Night
6:00 pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Worship
10.00 a.m & 600 p.m
Discipleship Training
500 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday. School
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Worship •
11 a.m., 6.30 p.m.
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7700 p.m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
FARE BAPTIST
9:00 a m.
Worship Services
Morning Worship
10 a.m.
11700 a.m
Discip/eship Training
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
60 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Sunday School
9 30 a.m
10-00 am
Morning Worship
Worship
lion:
11700 am. k 6700 p m_
Wednesday
7700 p.m.
SUGAR CRICKS
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 a m
Worships
Sunday School
11 am & 6 p.m
9.45 sic
Wsdneeday
Worship 8-30& 10:56 am. & 8 p.m_
7 p.m
WEST FORE
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11
.00
a in
Sunday School
1000•in
Wednesday Evening
7.00 pin
Morning Worship
11-00 a.m
Sunday Evening
6:00
p.m
Evening Worship
6.45 pin
WISTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday Set ocii
9
a
.30
m
Sunday School
9730 a.m
Worship
10.30 a m. & 6 p ro
Worship
Wednesday
10.45 •on.
7 p in
GRACE BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9-90 am
Sunday Sand
10am
Worship
10-45• m & 6 p.m
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p m
Wednesday
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
7 p.m
Sunday School
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 rim
Sunday
Morning Worship
School
10 a.m
11 a rn k 6 p m
Worship
11 a.rn. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7pm
Wednesday
7 p m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8:00. 9715 k 1030 aim
Sun Schools 8,00, 915 & 10730 am
Evening Worskup
6700 p.m
Wednesday Woralup
7 p.m
ST.=NEI CATHOUC CHURCH
HAZEL BAPTIST
Saturday MASS
400 p.m.
Sunday School
630 am
Sunday Mace
10:30 a in.
Worship
10.30 am. & 6-30 pm.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Church Training
5:30 p.m
Saturday Maas
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7700 p.m. Sunday Matinee
8 a.m & 11 am
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 •.m
Worship Service 1100 a.m &6prim
AURORA llallIDETIAN
Worship
Wednesday
11 a.m & 6 p m.
7 00 p in
Bible
Study
Sunday
10 a.ro
IIIRKSKY turner
Bible Study Wednesday
7pm
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m
rimer CHRISTIAN
Aera.na
530-7730 p.m.
Sunday
School
9-00 a.m
Training Union
5:46 p in. Worship Service
10 15 a.na
Evening Worship
6730 p.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FILLOWSEEP
9-30 a.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST Bible School
Worship
10:30 a m
Sunday School
10-00 a it
Evening Service
6700 p m
Preaching
1 a m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7700 p in.
Sunday School
10.30 a m
1JGHTHOCSE RAPTIST CHURCH
Reading Room Every Wed 12.3 pm
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
2nd Wednesday
7 30 p in
Worship
11 a.m. k 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7700 p.m.
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
LOCUST GROVE
Bible School
9:00• m
Sunday School
14500 ern
Homing
Worship
9:50 a.m
Morning Wiirship
11 am &6pm
Evening Worship
600
p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p.m

CATOOLE

COWSTIAll

MEM MOW MOM
COMM Of CISIOST

Blessed Are The
Poor In Spirit
Jesus begins the Sermon on
the Mount by telling us that
blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven (Matthew 5:3). What
did Jesus mean by this? Should
not our spirits be rich rather
than poor? Jesus' meaning
appears to be that the poor in
spirit are those who have a
deep sense of their own spiritual poverty rather than an exaggerated sense of their righteousness or spiritual worth. Jesus harshly criticized those who were puffed up with spiritual
pride, such as the scribes and Pharisees, and He
often praised those who were humble, contrite
and had a proper sense of their utter unworthiness to stand before God. Thus, Jesus tells us that
whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and to
remember these words, especially in this age
when arrogance and self-exaltation are all too
common.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNTTED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00•in
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p in

mums ruu.GOSPIL AMIEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 00 p m
Sunday Morning
10-00 a m
Sunday Evening
710 p.m

PALESTINE UNTTED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00 a rn

UNTIT OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p rn
Wednesday
7 p iii

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
Worship
9.1.)• in
Sunday School
11 00 a m

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9 30 a m.
Worship
11 30• m. & 7 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
7 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9746 a.m
Morning Worship
10745 am

SATHER CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
1100•ro

SAWN=

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10-30 am
Wednesdays
7 00 p in

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a in
Morning Worship
10745 a in
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p m

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10-00 a in
Sunday School
10- 15 am
Worship
11 00 a m

!WM:COSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Church
11:00 am k 6:00 pin
Wednesday
7700 p in

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11-00 a m
Wednesdas Evening
E3Opin

ISSOINIM'S MINUS=

But this is the man to whom I will look,
he that is humble and contrite in spirit,
and trembles at my word.

JEHOVAH'S WTTNESS
Public Talk
9 30 a in
Watchtower Study
10 30 am

R.S.V. Isaiah 66:2

DOIANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9.00 a in
Worship
10.30 a an

LOTIO111111

KOTS•11111T
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9-30 a in
Morning Worship
10:15 am
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7-00 p.m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9.30 a.m
Worship
10730• m & 6700 p m
Wed neoday
7.00 p mc
FRIENDSHIP
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10700 a.m
Morning Sarno.
1045 a.m
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m
-Wednesday Worship
7700 p.m.
HAM.CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9-50 •m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 pm
SKIM GROVE CHURCH OP MINT
Sunda) Bible Clem
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10-00 a.m.
Sunday Night
600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7700 p m.
EDWIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
7700 p.m.
(Sunday k Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1110 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a in
Wednesday
7 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
900 ain
Worship
10-00 a.m. & 8700 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7700 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m
Evening Worship
6700 p.m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.45 a m.
Evening Worship
6-00 p m
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH Of CHEST
Worship
5 a m . 9 a.m. & 6 p m.
Bible Study
10.16 a.m
Wed Bible Study
7 pin
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 am
Everting Worship
6:00 p.m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9.00 a.m.
Worship
10-00 a.m. k 5-00 p.m

MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
10E0 a in. & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
p in

IF RIOS
If"MI11/1 UMW

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Worship Service
11 00 a.m

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10700 a.m
Worship Service
11:00-7.30 p.m

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10.30 a.m
Children's Sunday School 11700 a.m
raummou HOUSE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11.00 a.m.
HURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10.00 a in
Wednesday - Home Grouse 6700 p.m

KIMSEY UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m
LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
WOO a in
Morning Worship
9 30 cm
MARTIN'S CHAPEL Timm)
Worship Service
9-00 am
Sunday School
10730•.
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JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6-00 p.m
Worship
10.30 sin. & 6 p.m

COLDWATER
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11700 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
850 a.m.
Sunday School
950 a.m.

INDEPENDENCE uNrtmu
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m

C
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FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
ii a_m. & 7 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10700 am.
Morning Worship
11:03 a.m
let & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11700 a.m
Morning Wortshp
9745•m
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FIRST UNI'TED METHODIST
Worship
8 45 k 11 a.m
Sunday School
9.50 a.m.

SPISCOPAL

a
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DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 am & 6 p.m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9.00 am
Evening
600 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a in
Tuesday
12:00 p.m

Kathy!
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MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10-00 a in
Worship
11.00•m
Wednesday Worship
7,00 p.m

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 •.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6700 p.m

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9-00 •.m
Sunday School
10-00 am

a.m.
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DULTIELLHARDIN UNTIED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sumday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1110 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

Pot

Barry
Adam

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
700 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11.00 a.m. & 6.30 p m
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 p m

WEST HURRAY
Morning Worship
10750 a.m.
Evening Worship
6700 p m.
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TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9700 a.m
Preaching
10-00 a in

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Wordup 10:30• m & 6 p m
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in

CIN

releat
V

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service
p in
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p m
Wed Prete!. Woratup k Altar 8pm

HARMONY MENNONTIE CHURCH
i 2 miser wear of Lynn Grows
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship
10 45•m
Evening Service
7 30 p m

Murr

PUSSYTICIOAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:00 sin
Worship
1000 a m
ussirm CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10700 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a rn
Worship
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship Service
11 am. & 6 p m
uNrry CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10700 a m
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6730 p m
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Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
Special thanks to the merchants who make this pag
e possible.
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
• floe., Peewoweeeeewee,re
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100 N. 5th St. • ISarrap,
KY 42071
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905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759- ISSS

LEDGER & TIMES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

SINCE 1944

C•CFRAPAINIV

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
393 SW* Rotas 45 Norlt

Cain'sft
,
+AL
CHRYSLER.CODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
rreiw.caina.not

Parker Ford
Lincoln-ikrenry
701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
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Church Bulletins
FEL UNITED
1000 am
11 00• m
,mce 6 30 p m
: UNITED
10-00 a m
11 00 a m
PICL UNITED
9-30 a m
11-00 a m
ANT GROVE
945 a.m
10.45 a m
L UNITED
9130 a.m
10-00•m

AME CHURCH
10110 a.m
1100 •.m

IEEE
!BURCH
9.45 a.m
10,45 a in
6:00 p.m
6-30 p.m

11111,1116
LOWSHIP
3F GOD
10,00 a.m
a.m & 6-00 p m
7700 p.m

osTouc
L CHURCH
10,00 am
11:00
5700 p in
700 pm
[TOWLE
10:00 a.m
a.m & 6-30 pm
Service 7 00 p m
MAL CHURCH
10:00 am
11 am. & 6 pm
RBT UPC
10,00 a in
11-00 am
7-00 p.m
CRNACLZ
10 00 a m
Ham & 7pm

ENTECORTAL
6-00 p.m
.30 a.m. & 6 p.m.

IT LiNrFED
L CHURCH
rship
10 m
6pm
7 p.m

CORD
ervice
10 a m
& Wed 7 p.m

'IAN CENTER
10-00 am
seam & 6 p.m
7pm

'ECOSTAL
CONCORD
10.00 am
11:00-730 p.m.

E111111

YTERIAN
900 a m
10:00 am

BERLAND
1000 am
11:00 a in

NT GROVE
10 00• m
11 00•in

(BERLAND
1 CHURCH
10.00• m
1 am & 6 p.m

IRLAND
10:00 a m
m & 630 p in
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%oarious
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Ban- Singer. chaplain at the
Atlanta City Detention Center.
will speak at the 8:45 and 11
a.m. worship services. Mark
Hardison will speak at the 6
p.m. worship service. Dee and
Kathy Lipford will lead the worship services with Susan
Reynolds, Hazel Jean Brandon,
Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly as
accompanists. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak about "Tivo Words" with
scripture from Revelation 21:14 at the 9 a.m, worship service
with Tom Villaflor as assistant.
Becky Miller and Jesse Lewis
will be greeters. Acolytes will
be Elizabeth and Emily Bninn.
Children's Church will be
directed by Rev. Fields. The
choir will be directed by April
Arnold with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
accompanists. Sunday School
with Tim Chaney as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
The combined youth group and
Sunday Night Bible study of
both Kirksey and Goshen
Churches will meet at Kirksey at

6 p.m
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "Rooted in
God" with scripture from
Ephesians 3:14-21 at the II a.m.
worship service. Came Cain is
song leader with Margaret Boyd
as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Conflict
Resolution" with scripture from
Matthew 18:15-18 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and Adam
Faughn will speak about "The
Cleansing Blood of the Lamb"
with scripture from / John 1 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Also
assisting will be Gary Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister. Todd
Walker, song leader, and Kenny
Hoover, Tommy Carraway,
Raymond Grady, Ron McNutt,
Ted Howard, Kent McCuiston,
Joe Crawford, Bob and T.J.
Hargrove and Phil Morris. A
short worship service will be at
5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about
"Confronted With Sin" with
scripture from II Samuel 11:26,

12-13 at the 10 d.m. worship
service. Hebrew scripture will
be 11 Samuel /115. Todd Hill
is choir director with Kala Dunn
as pianist. Assisting will be
Justine Ostlund, liturgist. and
Shirley Limo, Rosemary Moore
and Cheryl and Ralph Pittman.
ushers. Sunday School will be at
9 a.m. and Korean Worship at 2
p.m.
First Christian: Rev. Ruth
Ragovin, senior minister, will
speak about "Divine Leisure:
The Holiness of Taking a Nap"
with scripture from Exodus
20:8-11 at the 9 a.m. celebration worship service and the
10:15 a.m. regular worship service. Mark Dycus is choir director with Donnie Hendnx, Judith
Hill and Julie Warner, accompanists. Jean Bennett and Mr
Dycus will sing 'This is a Day
of New Beginnings." Assisting
will be Sarah Stanley, worship
leader, Helen Campbell and
Doug VanderMolen. elders:
Michael Arnett, Rob Clause,
Fulton Hart, Nancy Manning,
Fran Miller and Teresa Nixon,
diaconate: Emily Dawson and
Angela Gierhart. acolytes.
First United Methodist:
Rev, Gary D. Lawson Sr. will
speak about "I Know His
Name" with scripture from Luke
23:32-43 at the 8:30 and 11

Marriage: Lifetime love affair

Question: I well remember
the pain of my parents'
divorce. I don't want that to
happen to my children. How
can I maintain a good marriage and avoid divorce?
Answer: I
recommend
that
you
have
an
affair. I'm
not talking
about
a
secretive,
romantic
sexual relationship
between two
Jesus Do? people
not
By Richard
Youngblood. married to
one another.
Minister of
Instead,
I'm
University
proposing
Church of
that you turn
Christ
your marriage into a lifetime love affair.
The God who created marriage
intended that you and your
spouse should have a deeply
spiritual, emotional, romantic
and passionate love for one
another that will never end
except in death (Genesis 2:1825: Matthew 19:4-6). To accomplish this. I believe Jesus would
make the following recommendations.
Begin by establishing God's
word. the Bible, as your final
authority on love and marriage.
Numerous passages in the New
Testament and Old Testament
speak directly about love and
marriage, including warnings
against adultery 11 Corinthians
7: Ephesians 5:22-33; 1 Peter
3:1-7; Hebrews 13:4; Proverbs
5: Song of Solomon: Hosea).
Other passages teach us about
the nature of love in any relationship (1 Corinthians 13 and
the Book of Ruth). The instructions for Christian life on kindness, honesty, service, unselfishness, grace and forgiveness also
apply to the marriage relationship. While there are many
books, seminars, marriage
retreats and movies that can help
us, nothing is more vital to a
marriage than the words of the
God who created us. Anything
that is inconsistent with God's
word should not be trusted.
To build your marriage into a
lifetime love affair. you must
also make a willful decision to
love your mate. Lasting love is
not based on the ups and downs
of our emotions. Real love is a
choice we must make to continue seeking the highest good of

WM!Would

one another no matter how we
may feel under the stresses that
life brings upon us. Several
years ago a study of marriage
demonstrated that the level of
satisfaction tends to rise to a
high very early but declines
somewhat when the routine and
stresses of a family come upon
the couple. Although many
become fearful and bailout
through divorce at that point,
those who persevere usually
find that the level of marital satisfaction begins to rise again.
Over the years it reaches even
higher levels than at the beginning. This choice to continue
loving one another is patterned
after God's love. He chooses to
love us even in our sins
(Romans 5:8). In the same way,
we must choose to love our
mates.
In addition, you need to commit to a lifetime of learning how
to love your mate. Great love
affairs do not just happen; they
take a lifetime of continuous
work. When dating, we work
hard at doing everything we can
to
please
one
another.
Unfortunately we often do not
continue this effort after we
marry. We need to continue
studying to learn more about
one another so we can grow in
love through the changing
stages of life. e cannot afford to
he like the husband who said to

his wife, "I told you I love you
when we married. If I ever
change my mind, I'll let you
know." If we do not continue to
grow in love for one another, the
flame of love is soon extinguished.
Finally, build your marriage
on loving instead of being loved.
on giving rathei- than receiving.
A woman wrote Ann Landers.
the advice columnist, that she
hated her husband and intended
to divorce him; however before
the divorce, she wanted to know
what she epulil do to really hurt
him. Landers proposed that for
one month before divorcing him
she should do everything loving
for him she could — prepare his
favorite meals. bring his slippers
when he gets home, fluff his pillow, bring him the newspaper.
At the end of one month, then
leave him. That would really
hurt him. After a month, the
woman wrote back that she didn't know why she ever thought
of leaving her husband. He's the
finest man in the world. Most of
us find it difficult to keep from
responding in loving ways to
those who act loving toward us.
ISend questions or comments
to University Chun* of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray. KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchristorg J

a.m worship services. Dr. Pam Bro. Alan Trull. pastor,
will gregation in special music.
Wurgler is music director with speak about "Out of lime"
with Sunday School with JAMS
Joan Bowker as organist. scripture from Luke 15:11-2
4 at Rickman. director, will be at 10
Acolytes will be Alexandra Page the 9:45 a.m, worship service.
a.m.
and Meredith Purdom with Johnna Nance will conduct
chilWestside Baptist: Rev.
Danette Page as acolyte parent. dren's church. Toni Jones
is Glynn M. On, pastor, will speak
Kristen Schwartz will give the organist and J.W. Jones
is adult about
"Christianity
101:
children's message at both serv- leader. Sunday School will be
at Behaving Like a True Christian"
ices. Also assisting will be Kim 11 a.m.
with scripture from Thus 2:11Black. Gale Cornelison, Susan
Mason's Chapel United 3:8 at the 10:30 a.m.
worship
Blackford, Gary Vacca, Steve Methodist: Bro. Alan
Trull, service and a business meeting
Kroehler and the Praise Team. pastor, will speak about "Out
of will be at the 6 p.m. worship
Sunday School will be at 9:50 Time" with scripture form Luke
service. The choir will sing
a.m.
15:11-24 at the II a.m, worship "This Is Your
House" and
First Baptist: Dr. Henry service. Frank Coles will be
Antonio Sherrill will present
Webb, pastor, will speak about worship leader with
Larry special music at the morning
"Can God Get Your Attention?" Chrisman
and
Johnny hour. April Alexander will preswith scripture from Acts 9:1-31 Underwood as ushers.
Karen ent special music at the evening
at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. wor- Coles and Sharon Myatt
will be hour. Assisting will be Ron
ship services and the "Pastor accompanists. Sunday School
Wright, deacon of the week.
Search Committee Forum" at will be at 10 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
the 6 p.m. service. The Handbell
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy a.m.
Choir from Paris, Tenn., will Cunnigham. pastor, will be
the
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
present the special music at the speaker at the 10:45 a.m.
wor- Martin Sevems, pastor, will
second service. Also assisting ship service and will give
a speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
will be Boyd Smith, associate report on Trinidad Mission
at and 6 p.m. worship services.
pastor of students, Chris Drew the 6 p.m. worship service.
BM. Jeff Prater is music director
and Tom Carruthers, deacons, Eddie Morris will give the chilwith Misty VvIlliams and Kathy
nd Lance Allison and E.J. Wood. dren's sermon. Oneida White
Thweatt as accompanists.
Bible Study will be at 9:45 a.m. will present special music at
the Special music will be by
University
Church
of morning service. Henry Nance Kenneth Oeth, student
at graduChrist: Charley Bazzell. minis- is music director, with Sherry
ate school in Louisville, at the
ter, will speak about "How Are Fortner, White and
Kathy morning hour and LaVem Holt
You Responding to Jesus" with Garrison as accompanists.
at the evening hour. Assisting
scripture from Mark 5:21-6:6 at Assisting will be Dwain
will be Ron James, Sunday
the 10 a.m. worship service and McClard, deacon of the week,
school report, David Ferguson,
Roy Hawkins will speak about and Jimmy Kimbro. Luke
deacon of the week. and Bill
"University Youth" at the 5 p.m. Nance. Tyler Cathey and Aaron
Farris, yokefellow. Sunday
worship
service.
Danny Wilson, ushers. Sunday School School will be at 9:40
a.m.
Claibome is worship leader. will be at 9:30 a.m, and a
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Assisting will be Sherrill churchwide fellowship will
fol- W. Ryker Wilson, pastor, will
Gargus. Tim Johnston and low the evening service.
continue with his "What Does It
Derek Morgan. Bible classes
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro, Mean Series" on "Dealing
with
will be at 9 a.m.
John Denham, pastor, will speak Carnality" with scripture from
/
Flint Baptist: Bro. Randy about "Reconciliation" with
Corinthians 3:1-4 at the II a.m.
Wilson will speak at the II a.m. scripture from Col. 1 and 2. Cor
worship service and about
worship service and Austin 5 at the 11 a.m. and about
"He "What Am I Thinking?" with
Chapman, Dortha Stubblefield Loves Me" with scripture from
1 scripture from Galatians 3:1-5
and Jessi Johnson will show John 4 and Zephaniah 3
at the 6 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
slides and tell about their mis- p.m. worship service. Kevin
Barry Thomas will be in charge
sion trip to Poland at the 6 p.m. Crawford is music director with
of the children's sermon and
service. Donnie Chapman Mary Davis, Emma Dean
Kyle Smith will present special
Walker will assist. Sunday Clayton and Glenda Rowlett
as music at the morning hour.
School will begin at 10 a.m.
accompanists. The Praise and Sunday School will be
at 10
Hazel United Methodist: Worship Team will lead the cona.m.

In our

CHURCHES
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church
to celebrate 100th
anniversary
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, located at 3670
Claytontown Rd., Buchanan, Term., will celebrate
its 100th anniversary at this year's homecoming
service on Sunday.
Former pastor, Bro. Warren Sykes, will be the
speaker at the 11 a.m, worship service with a
potluck lunch to follow.
A singing featuring the Blue Grass Gospel
Group,"Wire & Wood" will be held at I p.m. The
public is invited to attend any and all services.

Mt. Pleasant church
plans memorial service
The annual memorial day will be celebrated
Saturday at Mt. Pleasant Methodist Church. The

day's program will begin at 11 a.m. with a basket
lunch at noon and later viewing the cemetery.
Mt. Pleasant meeting place was established in
1845 when Tennessee Gov. Jones gave eight acres
of federal land to the Mt. Pleasant Group as early
as 1842 and it was later recorded in Jackson.
Tenn., in 1845.
This day has been set aside each year to clean
and weed the graves in the cemetery and later
have a picnic lunch.

Cedar Hill church plans
meeting on Saturday
A public meeting will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at
Cedar Hill Missionary Baptist Church, 395 Cedar
St.. Cottage Grove, Tenn., regarding the cemetery's lack of burial space.
This will be the final meting regarding the
cemetery. For information call Curtis Blakemore.
chairman, at 731-782-3503, or Pearlie Kidd,
church clerk. at 731-782-3275.

REVIVAL GOSPEL MEETING
Sunday,July aftith - Friday, July 31st

SINKING SPRING
BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday Bible Classes 9:30 am
Sunday Services io:3o am & 7:30 pm
Nightly 7:oo pin
Speaker - Roger Scully

4185 Wiswell Rd.• Murray, KY

Carl Butler, Pastor

Speaker — Bro. Tim Cole

COME FELLOWSHIP WITH US.

July 26th - 29th, 2009
Sunday - 11 am & 6 pm
7 pm Nightly
For more information or a ride call 753-3289

Touch

Dexter Church of Christ
For more information call(270)437-3871 or

e-mail de,ctercoc@wk.net.
157 Walnut St. • Dexter, KY 42036

•

Website: wwvv.dextereoc.org

759-9500

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Nome • Farm • Life • Long Term
Care dr Health

rgrot

Tray
13

igr
xcrl

v

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau

kyfb.cone

8• F riday. July 24, 2009
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You're 40?

HOSPITAL

Physical Therapist
•Full Time
•Bachelor in Science or Master in Science Degree in Physical
Therapy
•Professional Licensure in Kentucky required
Physical Therapy Assistant
•Full Time
•Professional Licensure in

Kentucky required

Environmental Service Aide

It hardly shows!
Happy Birthday!
Noli

Lore Mar Fandly

Ilapp% It r t

•Full Time, Part Time, and PRN positions available
•l Oth

grade education or equivalent
Paramedic

)•Full-Time, Part-Time, and PRN positions available/ NonExempt/ 24 hour shifts
*Current unrestricted Kentucky Driver's License
•Current Paramedic License for the State of Kentucky
•Previous EMS experience preferred
•At least 21 years of age
EMT

•Full Time, Part Time, PRN positions available
•Kentucky certified emergency medical technician
•Current unrestricted Kentucky Driver's License
•Experience preferred

I

Cast Manager
•Full-Time

Certified Surgical Technician
•Part Time
*Certified

in Surgical Technology
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

Last and Famed

GET THIS nci
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
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REWARD offered. Los
diamond and white
gold tnngular pendant,
very
unique
Lost
Saturday at Chestnut
Hills. 751-336-6075

[133.t7CHILD
Coordinator

_Coto

The Mayfield Graves
County YMCA is seek
log an energetic, highly
organized
self starter to be part of its
team as their Child
Care
Coordinator
This 30 hour a week
part-time lob will consist of coordinating the
THE Murray Ledger &
YMCA's eight after
Times considers its
school programs and
sources reliable, but
its staff to ensure that
inaccuracies do occur.
tney are compliant with
Pladers using this
both state regulations
information do so at
and STARS Level 2
their
own
risk
requirements
Although persons and
Qualifications
A
companies mentioned
Bachelor's
Degree
herein are believed to
preferred in a related
be reputable. The
held and 3 years work
Murray
Ledger
& related
experience
Times, nor any of Is
This position has the
employees accept any
possibility to deve4op
responsibility whatsointo a full-time. exernp'
ever for their activities.
position with benefits
Please
submit
resumes to PO Box
402. Mayfield, KY
TEAMS'
42066 or fax 270-247dIftNlfl
6497
stuswon
Deadline to apply is
.4.Jersuc1 ?MUSTY
July 31
ISSITS) istPTC41111C
No phone calls please

nerlOitt 1009
srTTI MOM AT 111r
grandee
(2701346-4413

950
Lost and Found

LOST In the Almo
area Family pet.
Black & Tan Beagle
(male) w/collar.
answers to Victor Call
759-2599 or 873-9127

Applications available online: www.trigg,hospital.org

Equal Opportunity Employer
Sales Representatives positions available - West KY I TN:
Residential/Light Commercial Sales Representative
ADS Security is a leader in the rapidly expanding home and
commercial
secunty industry. Our advanced solutions include Fire and
Burglary
Alarm Systems, Access Control and Video Surveillance - all
supported
by ADS award winning. UL listed, 5 Diamond Certified Central
Monitoring Station.
Tlus is a sales opportunity with an established, financially
-strong organization The successful applicant will call on residential and commercia
l
prospect; and therefore must possess the skills and experience
to manage this relationship based sales process. The successful applicant
must
have a highly developed understanding and knowledge of applied
consultative sales; well-developed business communications and
sales presentation skills; a working understanding of applied business ethics
and
the ability to develop a sales strategy to effectively prospect and
present
our ADS Life Safety products and services.
Required qualifications include.
• 2 -5 years high performance sales expenence in a
techrucalbased service industry
• Strong hunter and effective closer
• Meet or exceed sales revenue objectives
• Must be eager to pursue a knowledge of vertical markets
and develop an expert understanding of our ADS Security
products and applications
• Self managed - able to operate independently
• Must be able to work effectively in a "Team Sales" based
organization
Please only apply if you meet these minimal job qualifications
ADS Security offers:
• Base salary plus an excellent commission plan (first year
potential 536,00 - $60,000) with a uncapped earning potential
•Auto allowance
• Comprehensive benefits package including medical dental
insurance, 401(k), company paid life and LTD and more
• Territory based entrepreneurial corporate culture
If you are interested in an excellent opportunity with a company that
provides its customers with the latest in security systems protection
please submit your resume to at: jwinriStadsalarms.com or fax to
(270)442-9419
This is a fast-paced recruiting effort and interviews will begin immediatel
y

DRIVER potation
Well established company is taking applications for the Hardin
area. Applicants must
be dependable, hard
working and relate well
with
customers
Seeking driver for local
deliveries with a class
A CDL Excellent benefits
Please send
resumes to P.0 Box
14, Hardin, KY 42048

E0E/M/F/D/V

HOME
Deco
Company search for a
marketing assistant
For immediate consideration, please fax
resume and cover letter to 270-856-3471.

l'art-tirne positions for
Circulation Deparonclit.
Must he ahle to work
eark hours.
interested persons
shouhl appty at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
3Iurray, KY
Please No Phone Calls

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.coin,
you will be redirected

THE real estate business can change your
life at CENTURY 21
Submit your resume at
CENTURYjohO aol co

TOM'S Grille now ha
ing all positions
753-4521

By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
Us if you nave any
questions regarding
the Psturray area
job listings Thank you
LEGAL
Assistant:
Local law office seeking qualified applicant
for full-time position ot
legal assistant. Duties
include transcription
and general office
duties Must be proficient in
Microsoft
Word Previous legal
experience preferred.
Available
benefits
include
competitive
wage paid vacation
days, employer contnbution to health insurance. and IRA plan.
Please send resume
with cover letter to P.O.
Box 1075, Murray, KY
42071.
Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
open oast begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
On Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present 101)
wile you gain skies for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledental.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limiteds

DEPENDABLE loving
chiidcare 293-9794
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759 3556

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray

2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 38R, 2BA,
excellent
condition
270- 489-2525
MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches. outbuildings & carport, 2
miles from Murray
(270)293-5670

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interior*
603 Main St
753-6361

2BR. 38R, 5275.00
753-6012

il Web Hone Les For Rani
Motorcyle
helmets
jackets, boots, saddle
bags Jerry ,Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.

$110 per month Noce
clean park. Newer
homes only 492-8488
Apartannts For Rent
1 BR apt. various loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments available. Great
location 1 year lease,
1 month deposit, no
pets 753-2905
1BR 1.5 blocks from
University. $225/mo.
753-5992
DUPLEX 2BR, w/d.
C/H1A. 753-0606.

- M11110,KY 4:071

270-753-8556
Tee 1410-545-1&13 Ext. 283

ONE NORTH FREE RENT WITH 1 YEAR LEASE
One aPUT 14..a Bedroom Apartmenty
Central Heal & Au.
0 - ACCEPTING APPIJCATIONS -4 PM

Great
Citl14)Vvity Court.
PiCtotidl & Farni:,
History Books
759-4938
Of- 753-2350

1NTURE

HORSE shoe counter
or bar, $300
293-9940

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

SCOOTERS. almost
new. Under 30 miles
each. $500/ea. firm.
227-0158.
SONY
el TV's
in"
eTost
vf a
sPIIaSony
ni y tf!haet
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated_
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Electronics. Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murra yelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.
WOOD bedroom suite,
alto saxophone
978-2352

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 Home Delivery
1 3 mo...----.330.01
1 6
1 1 yr..-$105.011
1
1
1 Rest of KY/TN
Pan,,. /t Rothman I
1
1
1 6 ow
890.110

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ILKIWS

The Place to

.

28R dig
Cil-VA, a
fished_ )
bons. Cc
753-9891

2EIR tow
1.5BA,
garage. t
$500/del
1-year le
i.270)29::
Diuguid

2BR, ver
country
applianci
Coleman
753-989E

•4 BR bo
bath, all c
no pets.'
$760/mor
.2 BR sto
tor, W&D,
year leasi
miles fron
Alm° $37
4 BR, 2 I
ances.
days. CI
753-9898

DUPLEX
on 94W. I
1.5 bath,
appliance
water, sea
pick-up f
small
i
allowed
293-7404
FOR Leas
room 1 be
duplex wit
a carport i
TN. $450
$450 sect
Contact R
Moody Re
642-5093
LARGE
duplex in
borhood.
fireplace,
(270)227LARGE 3)
newly rem
campus. C
$600 wats
trash tumi
pets 759-4
293-4600
NOW
1, 2 & 31D4
We acci
8 vo
Apply at k
902 Nor
•
Mc
• Wednesi
Phone
Equal
Opp
TDD 0143

subscribe to the

LEDGER&TIMES

I Check

Local Mail
iCallosav.
6 mo.
I yr. -..-.4110.110
All Oilier Mall
Salacriptioas
3 tao.
6 too --396.411
I yr.-3145.N

Money Order

Visa

IiVC

Name
St. Address

e I State

(270) 753-1713

MA Dui
ail &PDX
remodel
Norttnvo
(270)75

happening
this summer.

City

ES

2, 38
Various
Colonial
753-989

Ara- Find out what's

Appliances

Start

Home For AM

Seals ENPNI't

1305 Diakvolid

HEAVY duty
grocery/convenient
mart shelving Can be
seen at 408N 12th
Make offer 753-4663

1

Murray

Ledger & Times
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

ELECTROLUX, Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
models, save big.
Jerry s
Sporting
Goods, Mayfield

Articles
For Sale

140
Were to Buy

**Owner Fincance16x80 313R, 2BA
$2,950
down
S-495/mo.
2220
Wrather Rd
270-753-1011

1994 Fleetwood 16x80
38R, 2BA, must move
Asking $16,000
270-753-1856

GOOD used carpeting.
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec range, ref ngerator, storm windows.
etc.753-4109

Hems For Seta

ALL FURNITURE and
Mattresses on Sale
Memory foam
Queen-sets $299.95
Carraway Furniture,
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502

'OWNER Finance**
16x80 3BR 2Ba on
3.5 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.
Paris. 270-753-1011

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

2 BR e
Move
Coker*
753-989

I

PIANO lessons for
children age 4-teens.
$10.00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787

%WM Buy

to simetwork,om

•Bachelor Degree required, preferably in nursing.
•Candidates should be proficient in Microsoft Office

Fieniship

TAKING
APPLICATIONS

TRIGWOUNTY
Trigg County Hospital is currently accepting applications
for the following positions:

060
Help Waded

18R
near ca
non-sm
$260
Availabl
12th. 71

(270)753-1916 .
s.

: TOWNHC
. rent
4
; re!rigeratc
, stove, wa:
included
Murray a
month. C,
270-348-0
VICTORIA
room 5 ml
Murray in
area Nen
reniodelec
deck with
WO nen(
stove. ye
quiet. All
including 4
$600/mo c
No
lease reqi.
27n 492 1

Zip

Daytime Ph _
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Sr call 12701 763-1916

2 BR. yen
Coleman I
753-9898
3 BR, 2 B
and hors
rent. Avail
1st.(270)

Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & rinses

fl../ JOIN*WA III
.1 ISPI

ELUS CENTER HOMEMAKERS
CRAFT SHOW
SATURDAY JULY 25, 2009
8AM-2PM
ELUS CENTER
830 ELUS DRIVE

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
Far Rerd

Homo For Si
*mar Fincance"
d30 38R, 28A
950
down
5./rrio
2220
ather Rd
3-753-1011
)2 Clayton 16x80
fl siding, 38R, 2BA,
:ellent
condition,
1-489-2525.
)BILE home on 1/2
w/porches. outIdings & carport, 2
as from Murray.
'0)293-5670
Illemase For Rent
R, 38R. $275.00
3-6012
-;
Hafer
10 per month Nice
an park. Newer
Ties only 492-8488
Apartments For Rent

ill apt. various 108
ions. Coleman RE.
vs in free days.
3-9898
DR 2br apts. near
wntown
Murray.
ase and deposit
mired. 753-4109,
R & 2BR apartnts available. Great
ation. 1 year lease,
month deposit, no
s 751-2905
R 1.5 blocks from
versity. 5225/mo
I-5992
PLEX 2BR, w/d,
1/A. 753-0606.

lita

KY 42071

E;556

I Ext. 283
TN t YEAR LEASE
Apartmenz
Air
CATIONS.•i

2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9698
2, 38R available
Various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9896
2BP Duplex, CM/A,
all appliances, newsy
remodeled, 100343
Northwood
(270)753-0259
28R duplex, nice.
CA-l/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R townhome loft
1.5BA, W/0, 2-car
garage. $650/rent.
$500/depose,
1-year lease, no pets.
1270)293-3904 1401
Devoid DT
2BR, very nice, great
country view C/H/A
appliances, no pets
Coleman RE
753-9898
et BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, depose.
.2 BR stove, refrigerator, W&D, no pets, 1
year lease, deposit, 5
miles from town in
Almo $375. 753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances.
C/1-1/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed_ $675 mo.
293-7404
FOR Lease - 2 bedroom 1 bath bnck
duplex with
a carport in Puryear,
TN $450 a month and
$450 security deposit.
Contact Rusty at
Moody Realty BOO642-5093

NOW LEASING
' 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

worm uc
ments.com

vly built
ailments
.le TV included
No PETSt

out what's'
!opening
summer...'
wzrlb• to the

1

NIES
A:local Mail

•--EOM

TOWNHOUSES for
rent 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $650 a
month. Call
270-348-0458.
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray !r1 Lynn Grove
area. Newly
reniodeled. Large
deck with great view.
W/D. refrigerator,
stove. Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including electric.
5600/mo olus deposit.
No
lease required
270-492-8211

N Other Mal
shacriptises

eVC

213R. very nice.
Coleman RE
753-9898

tyment to:

Times

1071
1918
a

3 BR, 2 SA w/ 5 acres
and horse barn for
rent. Available August
1st. (270) 293-5215

38R very nice carport
hardwood floors Also
48R, 28A Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St 3
BR, 1 BA, dining, living, bonus rooms,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, fenced, lease .No
pets. 270-761-1317.
513FI brick, 2 5 BA,
C/H/A, all appliances,
in Hazel, enclosed
backyard. $625-Klep
references, lease, no
pets 753-1059.
NEAR
Southwest
school. 3 BR, 1.5 BA.
garage, central gas
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
animals, lease. rent &
deposit
(270) 293-0247

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

YARD SALE
101 CALLOWAY
LANE 14E
MARSHALIJ CALLOWAY CO.
UNE.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Old antiques.
fumlure, collectibles,
old collectible books
and ceramic

MOVING SALE
1013 STORY AVE.
BEHIND SAY-A.LOT
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Furniture household,
toys & ciothes

GARAGE
SALE
1109
C1RCARAMA
FRI 8-5
SAT 8-12
Boy & girt
clothes,
bookcases,
etc
HUGE
MOVING SALE
1400A
MICHELLE DR
BEHIND GAINS
SAT
7:00-?

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
N.111% (11'1 N.
‘111( sl(IR S(.!

Furniture, kitchen
items, glassware,
exercise equipment
& household items

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH Si'.
tamer 4121s & Clerk&
10X19 $25 10:15 Sle
(270)436-2524
(270)213-6916

1414 STADIUM

YARD SALE

LARGE
townhouse
duplex in quiet neighborhood. 2BR. 28A.
fireplace, garage.-nice.
(270)227-1438.
LARGE 38R apt
newly remodeled, on
campus, Cei/A, W&O.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

263 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
siorage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

VIEW DR.
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Too much to
mention

YARD SALE
1511 DIUGUID
DR.
ESSEX DOWNS
BUILDING B
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Clothes,
misc items,
mens stuff

Metal building 88x40
insulated 1211 walls,
gas heat, can be used
as two shops. Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray 270-436-2935.
Retail Store in Hazel
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Realty nice! Great for
antiques
restaurantretail, etc
$1200 00/month 1
year lease 270-4928211

AUSTRALIAN
Shepherd puppies is
shots & wormed (270)
226-3104, 226-3105
DOG Obedience
436-2858
MINIATURE
Schnauzer pups, 3
blacks, 2 silvers. 4
females, 1 male,
Ready 7/23, $350.00.
Registered, vet
checked. wormed,
raised in loving home
(270)293-0575
REGISTERED Boston
Terner stud needed
Call Stacy 873-8199

GARAGE SALE
1706 HOUDAY
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Antiques, Kraut
knee. board & pin
peddlers basket, iron
skillets, dutch oven.
large platter, high top
shoes, mugs, state
plates, lumber, oak
molding, swing set &
much more

ESTATE TAG SALE
1956
POTTERTOWN RD
1-1/2 miles East of
East Elementary
FRI JULY 24
SAT JULY 25
8-5
2 couthes, chairs
tables, iamps, dining
room & bedroom suite
deep freeze. compact
washerdryer misc
Item,

390
Uvesk:ci Staples
100% grass-fed lambs,
no
hormones, no
antibiotics, no grain.
436-2602.
boarding
Horse
$125/mo. Stall or pasture. Located 10 miles
east of Murray. Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315.

ine Mimi

2003 Yamaha
Roadster 1600/cc
Silvered°, garage
kept 9 700/miles.
Sb 500/obo 75911305.7272096

GARAGE SALE
Off Old Murray
Paris. 841 Green
Plains Rd
SATURDAY
7 30-4.30

GARAGE SALE
2248 POOR
FARM RD.

Atilo Pets
ADVANCE
COMPUTER
TECHNICIANS
Free Diagnose
Free Pickup Delivery
RiatoacVRestore
Factory Conditions
$100
Virus Removal $50
Osta Backup $20
(270)787-7909

USED TIRES
11 15 16 inth
Starting at S20
mounted,

2031 Chrysler 300C
Herni AWD, loaded.
831., $17,000
293-1200
2007
Mercury
MarinerPremier

Murray Ledger k Tines Fair
Housing Act Notice

1

MULT1-FAMILY
YARD SALE
294 ALISO RD.
5 MILES NORTH OF
MURRAY
THURSDAY 8
FRIDAY
6:00-12:00
Clothing including
petrtes, boys, name
brand, sports equipment, toys, electronics. appliances and
more

All real t.t.ate athernsed

ht.retn
is ..uttoro to the Federa: Fair
tiotpang Art whoch I71.144, it
lii advernse arn prefer
lonutatutn or dr...nmtna
non bawd on race
relo•
pm sex.. lundocap
his or national trItttri, or inter,
bon to rruke All, uothl [Teter
es. limitations or dr....rtrnin.t

ton

k la.,ttet,d dmrirrtInarl.e‘
in dut "air rental to adsertAing
real 'tale hosed on Our., n
addition to dune protected
under tederal

We .111 1,....ingts Ackert All,
ads ertr.inf hr rai. rake hblb
is no in 5 NA.AN,
11 iii N' is, VI
perNon• are 1.eret,, intormed
Out all d.ell.ni...ehert.sed Are
as allable .to an A.,11 opportu
n" basis

HUGE
GARAGE SALE
3155 ST RT 121
South, 2 miles
past Key Auto
Parts on right
SATURDAY
JULY 25
7AM-12PIP

Indoors and out
Rain or shine

I
11w. A \IL

Used Cirs

CHAYIS,RE AL ,
ESTATES Ati( T1ON

more

GARAGE SALE
4124
CROSSLAND
ROAD
SATURDAY
8 AM TILL?

RI I 111.1_s
.11
t

Call 753-5606

SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
Girls clothes 0-5T,
household items.
garden pond with
pump, bicycle,
books car seats &

Home decor,
children's clothing,
toys & much more

011ers1

:to I.

Variety or everything
best offer on
most "erns, girls
clothing-adut.
glassware. children'
books, toys,
wicker mirror

Cards, crochet dolls, decorative boxes
embroidery, gourds. jewelry, tote bags,
sun catchers, floral sprays and wreaths
christmas items and miscellaneous
Doughnuts, coffee and baked goods

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

18R
unfurnished
near campus, no pets
non-smoking
unit.
per
$260
month
Available about August
12th. 753-5900

n

YIN Nis

Tome Jimir

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

141,4,414_

Friday, July 24, 2909 • 9

u

For norther assmtance 5.1th Fair
HCX1.1lI5 Advertnons n-quitrrnents, contact NAA tialrtNel
Rent P Maim. 701! b4i 1(151

loWli ANNAN&

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270 759-4218

I

Lake Property

KY Lake Cottage
Lakefront from the mid
40's, Water Edge RV
Park/ Manna
(270) 436-5321

$
200
:
8 9Chevy Equinox
$6,775
2006 Nissan Sentra
$6.695
2004 Ford Ranger
Edge $4,795
2002 Jeep Grand
Cherokee
limited
$7,495
2000 Jeep Grano
Cherokee $5.395
2001 Chevy Malibu LS
$4,699
2000 Ford F- 150.
4X4, V-10 quad cab
$6,999
1997
SiNerado
Ex cab, 4x4 $4,999
1999 Chevy S-I0 4x4
3-door $4,799
1996 Ford F-150 Ex.
cab 4x4 $3,100
will deliver
C
(270)705w&K
ww'ckm°
5973
1skYcom
anytime
2005 Dodge Stratus
SXT, silver, 94.184
miles. $4,800.
753-2784, 227-1225.
2004 Toyota Carnry
LE. 4-cyl.. 4-door.
loaded. black.
Excellent gas mileage.
$7,000 (270)444-7566
2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes.
newer tees. $4,595
(270)205-6525

Lots For Sao

Vow

Clothing, household
items, furniture,
miscellaneous

10 acres west of
Murray Good for road
frontage/corner
lot
Good building site.
12/0) 293-5215.

3-FAMILY
YARD SALE
479 OUTLAND

5 wooded lots, near
lake, boat access septic priced to sell
$7,900. Judith Gupton.
Campbell Reality.
978-0859.

1993
Ford
Club
Wagon Super. 15 passenger, 204,000 miles,
air-conditioned.
$2,500.
753-1834.
293-6651
Usocl Trucks

ALL carpentry
All
home improvements
20 yrs experience
References. Free estimates.
Available
immediatley. Call Rich
270-293-7913
270-227-4078.
ALL Carpentry
-Remodeling
-Additions
D• ecks
-Porches
-Pole Barns
-Laminate Floors
-Tile
•Mobile Home-Repair
•Rool-Overs
'Underpinning
Larry Nrrnmo
227-0587
753-2353

-

BULLDOZINC,

JONES
ROOFING
Liciona.d & Insured
Free estimates
2701 29'3' 037,
DAVIS Hendywork's
Roofing, small home
repairs,
garages.
decks siding, windows, doors & home
building to suit. No lob
too small.
(270)227-9484

David's Home
improvemeat
11(

PICK UP

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump gnncling, firewood. Insured
489-2839

s1'11
I iti
Bros. Ill)I
Pa% itp.
\ \
\
\
--;10114111
-4 1 1 4 1-

•

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
wore
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now ottenng septic
tank pumping 9780404

lii\1 I I( S\
j_ 1-4)
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-2228.

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

',eddy & Tonal
• locally as.
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

•

1

St RI 121W
753-8087

101

McCoy's
Lawn Sendai
Quality w0/11 at
a groat price,
-Mowing •Tnmming
-Yard Clean-up
'Erse Estimates'
(270)293-8804

Weser Derapid Floors
Braces & Rcor Joists
Remodeling &Purging
We Do :nsurance Wori,
Asa & MasterCard ay:coxed

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
SITE prep. utilities &
demo
construction
materials for contractors A home owners,
bank gravel, limestone, fill dirt, sand, top
soil & shoreline materials. Parker Excavating
LLC 293-3252
SWIM Masonry
Residential/Commerci
al Block, brick, stone
foundations
fire
places, basements.
patios retainer walls
30+ years experiences
(270) 527-8275
WILL mow lawns.
$15.00 & up Adult
owned & operated
978-5655

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, July 25, 2009:
This year, lighten up and relax
HAPPY

isciersilee

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
1993
SCHOOL RD
Ford
E350
t**** Clearly others realty
Ambulanc
e.
7 3L
SATURDAY
appreciate your efforts to bring
diesel, 109,000 miles
7:00-?
more often. If you put your best family and/or friends together.
$5,500 obo.
You could be a little tired.
foot forward and remain gener270-978-2111
Nice ladies clothes.
Eliminate errands or take a nap
ous and caring, you'll come out
shoes, purses,
on top. The unexpected comes In your mind, someone or sever1517 Glendale
side-by-side
al people are acting strangely.
into play with partners, finances,
Tonight: Remember, you are top
refrigerator, misc
38R, 1.5BA, carport,
communic
ation and sometimes dog.
completely renovated 1985 Harris Pontoon
household, toys
traveling. Use these surprises
inside. new appli- boat, 28-ft., 100HP
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
rather than react. If you are sin- **** Play it low-key
ances, exterior doors, Johnson $2.200
during the
windows carpet, tile 753-018A
gle. you could meet someone daylight hours, and you will have
YARD SALE
and C/HJA. $125,900.
while just going to the bank! If all the energy you need for later.
810 S. 9TH ST.
270-210-1468.
Whether you are aware of an
you are attached, let go of a
SATURDAY
newfound habit of being critical. admirer or not, somecne is gog'BARGAIN of the cenEveryone will be happier! gling over you. Take a nap it you
tury' 4 BR, 3 BA,. in
LAM
ONLY
can: you will need it. Tonight:
LAWN SERSR
LIBRA brings out the best in
town. over 3,000 sq. ft.
Could be very, very late
8:00-2:00
$189,000
Mowing, Manicurmg.
you.
Judith
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Gupton,
Landscapi
ng
Campbell
&
Furniture,
***** Surround yourself with
teat Vacuuming
Reality. 978-0859.
The Stars Show the Kind of people you care about.
Take in
Satnfaation guaranteed
decorating items,
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, news, and understand what is
FSBO 3/3R, 2BA, bog
753-1816 227-0611
women's and
4
-Positive
; 3-Average; 2-So-so, being offered. Your mental outfenced back yard, nice
look could determine the end
I -Difficult
home in Mayfield
men's clothing
YOUR
AD
resutts. A child or new friend
$69,900. Call
COULD BE
could send tremors through your
804-8255.
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
HERE FOR
**** Complete a protect or life. You can handle what hapHOUSE & 2 acres in
YARD SALE
pens. Tonignt Head home early.
get a certain job done. Others try
ONLY $75.00
Hazel area Call
to lure you out to play. The SAGITTARtUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A MONTH
811 SUNNY LN
767-4222
change will be most welcome. ***** You might want a difCALL 753-1916
SATURDAY
ferent response than you get
Do relax with friends and loved
New 24
when handling a personal matones. Don't let an unexpected
7:00-12:00
lukome be
k 227-9641
development get to you. Tonight: ter. Someone who is very kind
AFFORDABLE
Edam
NB thru 12mo
and caring lets you know how
Rest, then out on the town.
Carpentry
much your sense of direction
Sitt=r17 -Remodeling
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
baby clothes,
***** In many people's eyes, means to him or her. The unex'Screened Porches
pected occurs when you least
toys, equipment,
your presence enhances the
793-7$72
'Garages
anticipate it. Tonight Work on
moment. Relaxed, you let go and
'Water e. Termite
household
your juggling act.
become a different person. Isn't
REDUCED
Damage
that a shame? Let others get to CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
items. etc
New 3BR. 2BA, cus'Decks
know the playful, frisky Bull. ***** Reach into your imagitom built cabinets, tile. *Horse/ Mobile Home
nation and make plans, which
Tonight Relish every moment.
Repair
carpet, hardwood,
could be akin to a constantly
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
under $145,000.
436-5517
3 FAMILY
changing Ferris wheel. Hop on
**** Sometimes you feel you
293-9913293-1524
and get into the fun. Rigidity and
need to be out and about, which
YARD SALE
REDUCED,
Since 1986
prevents you from enjoying a status quo have no place here
900 OLIVE ST.
3BR, 1-1/2 Bath,
24 noun satema
lazy day, perhaps at home, or at Let others see your caring in a
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
beautiful large lot, lots
quiet, nurturing manner. Stay
least at a calmer pace. If you
SATURDAY
of storage. 759-2475
Licensed & Insured
open to new ideas Tonight Let
want, invite friends over for volAll jobs - big or small
8:00-1:00
go of the tnect-and-true.
leyball or a barbecue. Make it
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
F.S114
easy if you decide to be the everHousehold, antiques.
gregarious Twin. Tonight: Home ***** You enjoy company
li(Ir iii
436-2867 Lamb's
plus size women
nearly anytime. If someone canis your castle. too.
sadtlk
Professional Tree
cels plans. don't be alone. er
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
NI it al
clothing, furniture
Service. Complete
financial matter could color your
***** If you hold back and
21,11171 .114
...tt
Ire.
tools
don't express your resentment, choices, like it or not. Play it
removal, gutter
762-1110h
you could be quite uncomfort- straight and direct with a friend
cieaning, hauling. etc.
able. Try diplomacy. If you have or loved one you might want
Insured. Emergency
more time with Tonight: Dinner
a choice, let kindness set the
293-8377
Y
tone, whether you air the prob- and a movie
SPECIAL!!!
tmnextiate
436-5141
Alem or not. Tonight: Hanging out PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Dee
This I x1.5
AFFORDABLE
***** Defer to others and
with friends or loved ones.
Setting an Estate/
Hauling. Clean out
make it possible to really have a
Could be yours
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
In Forecloseue?
good time. Have some quality
Locs.1 Home Buyers' garages, gutters. Junk
****
Curb
need
a
be
to
posfor ONLY 585.
& tree work.
Can illelpf
sessive. You donl always have experiences within a friendship
?Jo Caw Tr. You
per month
APPLIANCE REPAIR
control. A little sugar goes a long or close bond. Talking about
No Equity ON.
problems doesn't give much time
SERVICE & PARTS
way. You are happiest around
Up to 20 words.
741110ME.
(270) 293-8726 OR
your friends, even with a loved for living. Experience each other
(270)75,3-1916
(378)761
as you did originally. Tonight
759-5534
one and/or family member with
Chuck Van Buren
Togetherness works
you. Tonight: Your treat.

Hill Electric

753-9562
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10 years ago
Erika Trenholm was chosen
to represent the state of Kentucky at the
Hugh O'Bnan
Youth Leadership (HOB Y) 41st
annual World Leadership Congress in Philadelphia. Pa., this
week.
Published is a picture of Lee
FLIfSi of Murray
with her
appliqued and pieced quilt which
won first place at the Quilt Display by the Quilt Lovers of Murray at the Calloway County Public Library
Mr. and Mrs. James Grooms
will be married for 50 years July

fished IS it pixture of David
Mews, winner of the Unlimited Open Class The photo was
by Staff Photographer Jennie B.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Man's popularity with kids
is problematic for parents

Murray Ledger & Times
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Gout responds to

home remedy

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 38- OK to talk to a stranger?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I became Home Remedies." If
Gordon.
year-old man with no children. the answer is no, then
aware yesterday I have gout My
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could you •
tell
the
Births reported include a boy
left leg just above the ankle and
For some reason I tend to child he/she must
provide any information on hair
first ask a
to Mr. and Mrs Bobby Martin. attract the attention of
big toe are inflamed and a bit
loss'' I'm 88 years old, and it
chil- parent for permission.
painful. I'm grateful the pain isn't
July 10
comes out in clusters I had galldren wherever I go. Even
•••
as
bad
as
it
is
for
some
other
bladder
surgery with complica40 years ago
though I make no attempt to
DEAR ABBY: My 35-yearpeople
tions in 1979. My medical docPic William D. Jackson, son
speak to them, they often old daughter. "Rhonda,
Well. I started eating chemes. tor has referred me to a derma" is intelof Mr. and Mrs L.R. Hillman
approach ligent and creative, but her
slept well
tologist
of Rt. 5, Murray, is serving with
last night and
I would appreciate any informe. I know house is a disaster. There are
the 68th Engineer Del. CDG of
woke up this
mation you can otter
when chil- clothes, books, magazines, etc.
the United States Army in Vietmornin g
DEAR READER: Anyone can.
dren talk to piled on every surface. Dishnam.
without the
expenence alopecia. the technical-1r
strangers it es are stacked on her bed;
Mason Blankenship. personpain I had
term for hair loss. This can result
makes their socks and paper litter the floor.
nel manager of the Murray Diviyesterday. from certain medications, heredision of the Tappan Company,
parents
How can she feel good livThis morning
ty or an underlying medical con20 years ago
spoke about "Labor Relations"
uncornfort- ing like this? The place is
I ate another
dition. The loss commonly occurs
Published is a picture of Dons at a meeting of
five cherries. in patches about the size of *it
able, but I becoming a health hazard.
the Murray Lions
Cella. chairperson of Murray
Club.
the redness quarter and can appear on that!'
don't want to Rhonda is caring and attracIndependent School Board, welin the affecthead, eyebrows, beard or any7t1
Births reported include a girl
be rude to tive, but she rarely dates. Could
coming the new school supenn- to Mr. and
ed area is
where else hair grows.
Mrs. Carl Prentice
the kids.
her mess be a symptom of
tendent. Dr. Paul Jones and his
gone. and
Hair cycles between stages of:,
Futrell, July 18, and a girl to
1
was
somethin
g
more
serious?
By
wife. Margaret. to Murray. durback to walkgrowth and rest. The growth phase."
,
Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Duncan. July
By Abigail
recently
eatAbby.
I'm
worried
about my
Dr. Peter Gott brig normally. of scalp hair commonly lasts mw
ing a reception in his honor. He
21.
Van Buren
ing
at
an
daughter's chances for future
Thank you
to duce years at a rate of abo
started his service here on July
50 years ago
for caring for your fellow human
outdoor happiness, but 1 have no idea
half an inch per month. The res
1 The photo was by Staff PhoNix Crawford presented the
beings,
and
thank
restauran
you
for
this
t when a friendly lit- how to help her. Or should I?
ing stage commonly lasts up tot
tographer Mark Cooper.
program at the weekly meeting
column.
four months. Most people she
tle girl walked up, sat herself -- WORRIED MOM IN ORECalloway County 4-H Dairy of the Murray Rotary
Club held
DEAR READER: Gout affects between 50 and 100 hairs eat,
down at my table, and began GON
Judging Team won first place at at the Murray
Woman's Club
joints
the
caused
and
is
too
by
day. While this may seem exce.
asking me questions. I was
the State 4-H Dairy Judging ConDEAR WORRIED MOM:
house. He spoke about the commuch uric acid in the body. It sive, there are about 100,0(10 hatrk
terse but polite. She was soon If you're the kind of
test in Lexington. Team mem- ing visit of the
commonly occurs with the inges- in the scalp. so the amount is
mother
Rotary District
joined by several other kids, who always picked up
bers are Brad Shelton, Neil Sim- Governor Tom Laswell
tion of excess alcohol, organ meats, minimal.
after
on Aug.
mons. Jay Stark, Valerie Shel- 30.
all of whom seated themselves her children, then this is
anchovies and gravies. Men over
Temporary hair loss can result
only
ton and Doug McKinney with
40 are most commonly affected. from wearing pigtails or a ponyRev. Hal Shipley, son of Mr. at my table.
more of the same. If your
County Agent Ted Howard as and Mrs. Eugene
Treatment ordinarily consists tail, using tight curling rollers,
Their parents, who had obvi- daughter's disorderliness
Shipley of Muris
of dietary changes and/or med- poor nutrition such as fad diets
adviser.
ously not been paying atten- something new, then it
ray, is serving as pastor of Spring
might
ication. Some drugs are to be and eating disorders, or scalp
Births reported include a girl Creek Baptist Church.
tion, shouted at them to "get be a symptom of depressio
n
taken during an acute phase of infection, such as ringworm. Horto Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eiger,
In the ad for Kroger this
away from that man!" It cre- or some other emotional proban attack, while others are pre- monal changes, such as thyroid
July 14.
week. Pillsbury flour. 5 pound
ated an embarrassing scene with lem.
scribed as a preventive. In your disorders or beginning menopause,.
30 years ago
bag, is listed as selling for 49 the parents telling me I had
case, you chose to follow a rem- hair treatments to include bleach*
When you say you are conPublished is a picture of work- cents.
no business talking to their kids. cerned about Rhonda's chances
edy that has been used success- ing or dying. diabetes. lupus, speers of Murray Paving Company
60 years ago
fully for quite some time now — cific medications taken for hyperThe other diners looked at me for future happiness, do you
putting new blacktop surface on
The Community Cannery at
cherries. I must admit I was a tension, cardiac problems, arthrias though I was some kind of mean you're worried that
the playgrounds at all three of Kirksey will open for the
she's
little surprised that you experienced tis or gout, or a course
pubpervert.
of
35 and still single? Not every
the Calloway County Elemen- lic on July 27 with Raymond
such rapid. positive results. Either chemotherapy or radiation theraStory
I don't want to be rude to woman needs a man to comtary Schools. Shown are Ronnie as the supervisor.
you had a very mild case or are py can all cause hair loss.
children, but what can I do plete her. Have a heart-toGeunn, David Nance and Ronsimply one of the lucky ones for
heart
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall
While some forms of alopecia
to prevent things like this from talk with your daughter
nie Britt spreading blacktop at will be the speaker at the revival
whom the home remedy works.
do not require any. treatment at
and
happening again? -- CRYING explain your concerns. You
To provide related information. all, for others, there are specific
Southwest Elementary School. meeting starting tonight at SinkI am sending you copies of my
"UNCLE" IN TEXAS
The photo was by staff Photog- ing Spring Baptist Church.
medications your physician can
won't find out what's going
Health Reports "Compelling Home prescribe.
rapher Matt Sanders.
DEAR "UNCLE":The par- on in her head until you do.
Showing at the Varsity TheRemedies
"
and
"More Compelling
ents overreacted. The next time
The 1979 Murray-Calloway
•••
atre is "The Lost Tribe" starCounty Jaycee Fair closed with
a child approaches and wants
ring Johnny Weissmuller.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
the Four-Wheel Drive Pull. Pubto talk, ask the child, "Did I have been involved
in an
your mother/father say it was ongoing debate about how
to
place the pillows on our kingAs dealer, what would you bid
mond suit raises the sake of your
ith each of the following four
size bed. Should the opening
hand to ir.ore than 18 points. Simi.:
hands?
o
.
tarty, it would be wrong lo open two
of the pillowcase face the outBy The Associated Press
I.• A9843•AJ•5•A7652
In 1858, Republican senatori- the first men to set foot
notrump, showing upward of 20
on the
side of the bed or the inside?
Today is Friday. July 24, the al candidate Abraham Lincoln forAQ
2.
•
•
O.14
•
AKK32
41
.
Q102
points.
moon — splashed down safely in
I place my pillows with the
3.•97642 11 AKO8•AK1 Elb 10
205th day of 2009. There are 160 mally
After opening one diamond, you
challenged
Democrat the Pacific
4.•4 VO102•KO13•A.1742
opening facing the middle of
days left in the year.
plan to jump to two notnimp if partStephen A. Douglas to a series
In 1974. the Supreme Court
•••
ner responds with one heart or one
Today's Highlight in History.
the bed so the pillow won't
of political debates: the result was unanimously ruled that
I. One club. The choice lies spade, identifying a balanced hand
President
On July 24, 1959, during a seven face-to-face encounter
show, while my wife does it
s.
Richard Nixon had to turn over
between one spade and one club, and
that
was too strong to open one
visit to Moscow, Vice President
In 1862, the eighth president subpoenaed White House
the other way, and the edge
the winning bid in the long run is one
notrump and not strong enough io
tape
Richard Nixon engaged in his of the United States, Martin
club.
This
is because the club openof the pillow can be seen
Van recordings to the Watergate speopen two notrump.
famous "Kitchen Debate' with
ing permits the maximum exchanee
Buren. died in Kinderhook.
3. One spade, lkspite the poor
cial prosecutor.
through the opening. Can you
Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchav.
inforMation at a low ititta.
In 1866, Tennessee became the
lity of the suit, your best bet is
In 1975. an Apollo spacecraft
please settle this? -- PILLOW ..
ilillitroperelletput,900,,,
(The
impromptu
exchanges first state to be readmitted to the splashed
spade. Is partner has any three
down
in
the
TALK
Pacific,
IN
ABILEN
comE
respoada one 4Samieglor asab.,‘
occurred in the kitchen of a model Union after the Civil War.
, the suit becomes playable,
pleting a mission which included
cart,
youcan
show
your
DEAR
spades at
PILLOW TALK:
home at the American National
plan is to hid hearts next and
In 1929. President Herben the first-ever docking with
the
one.
level
and
then
rebid
a
Soyaz
them
at
abide
by partner's preference for
Hotels make up the beds with
Exhibition. with each man argu- Hoover proclaimed the Kelloggthe two-lesel, thereby indicating two
capsule from the Soviet Union.
either suit. The hand lends itself priing for his country's technologi- Bnand Pact, which renounced
the opening of the pillowcasus e-card suits. If you open one spade
war
'fen years ago. President Bill
marily
to suit play, but a notrump
cal advances.)
es turned to the middle because
as an instrument of foreign poli- Clinton attacked
and partner responds two diamonds contract may certainly prove feasible
the Republicans'
On this date:
or
two
hearts,
the
cy.
would
you
maids
base to go
usually tuck the edge
if partner's bids lead in that direction. t
$792 billion tax-cut plan in
In 1783, Latin Amencan revto the three-level to show your secIn 1937. the state of Alabama fundraising speeches
4. (hie diamond. The choice lies
of the pillowcase inward. A
and his weekond suit, and partner would still not
olutionary Simon Bolivar was born dropped charges against
between
one diamond and one club.s.,
specialist in the bedding departfour of ly radio address, saying it would
know you had foe of them Furtherin Caracas, Venezuela.
The diamond bid is preferable in
the nine young black men accused 'imperil the future
ment
my
of
local
departme
stability
more,
nt
of the
bidding your second suit on
order to Avoid the rebid problem that
In 1847. Mormon leader of raping two white women in
country.' House Majonty Leader
the three-level would imply holding
store says that in most homes,
would arise if you opened one club
Brigham Young and his followers the "Scottsboro Case.'
a much better hand than you have. and partner responded one spade. lii
Dick Amiey replied that the GOP the opening of the pillowcase
arrived in the Great Salt Lake
In 1969. the Apollo 11 astroThe conserx ation of bidding space is
plan would help fix an unfair tax
that
case you could not next bid two
faces the edge of the bed. But
Valley in present-day Utah.
nauts -- two of whom had been system.
often crucial to arriving at the hest
diamonds, which would show extra
the bottom line is -- there is
contract, whether at a high or low
salues. N'ou won't base a rebid probno right or wrong way/
level.
lem, whatever partner responds. il
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2.
One
diamond.
It
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he
you start out with one diamond, as:4
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wrong to bid one notrump, even if you can next bid two clubs over
Dear Abby is written by
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Crosswords
1 The — is up!
4 Saloon
7 Plummeted
11 Under the COVFS
13 Ms. Thurman of
filmdom
14 Mellow
15 Port or sherry

ooes --uo- MEAN oicav I Gar A%-,
'•-•—•••14‘ _Rat% S1'aRilt4G TODAY,
OR IT'S OKAV IF 2--

16 Emulate Jack
Frost
17 Thus
18 Ghostly meet
20 Song of joy
21 Opposite of
-paleo"
22 Peeve
23 Jewelry box
26 Glassware
30 Dawn goddess
31 Regret bitterly
32 Hot spring
33 Went against
36 Put on cassette
38 Antenna type
39 Sweater WEIS
40 Pier
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LET'S WAIT
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43 Wild dog
46 Egg-shaped
47 Tampa Bay pro
48 Revise text
50 Ebb or flood
51 Social insect
52 Capitol topper
53 M.niblind part
54 Back when
55 — Andreas fault

DOWN
1 Chat
2 Long-legged

wader
3 DNA component
4 Con game
5 Mane's companion
6 Pop Music category
7 Loses it
8 Colleen's home
9 Beth Daniel's
org
10 Ponce de -12 Faculty heads

Answer to Previous
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um
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19 Table-tennis
divider
20 Use a crowbar
22 Wrathful feeling
23 Exec
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GUESS WHAT, SPIKE
I WROTE TO MOM AND
SHE'S COMING OVER
HERE ON A TROOPSAIP
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40
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24 Make like a
bunny

25 Clairvoyance
26 Heifer's
mouthful

27 Recipe qty.
28 Chimpanzee
29 Youth
31 TKO official
34 Receptacle
35 Not sociable
36 Best medicine?
37 Set a price
39 Craft knife
(hyph.)
40 Scribbles
down
41 Harmful
42 Hooray for
me, (hyph.)
43 Psychology
pioneer
44 Fusses
45 Andean capital
47 Ewe's plaint
49 Finger count
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Going The
Distance
WAINWRIGHT THROWS
COMPLETE GAME

WASHINGTON (AP) — Adam Wainwright has flirted with
complete games several times this season. He finally got one.
even if it was on a waterlogged technicality.
Wainwright weathered two delays and pitched six strong
innings, Rick Amick] ended a five-week homer drought and the
St. Louis Cardinals snapped a three-game losing skid with a
rain-shortened 4-1 victory over the Washington Nationals on
Thursday night.
"Easy way to get one," joked Wainwright, who flew to D.C.
on Wednesday to be ready for the outing. "It's a little bit of
karma, maybe. They told me if I fly in early, I had to throw a CG
and I did it."
Wainwright (II-6) allowed one run and eight hits in the 19th
consecutive start he has gone at least six innings. He walked one
and struck out seven in his first complete game of the season and
third of his career.
"It was clutch. It was a game where they had several guys
that had success against him." St. Louis manager Tony La Russa
said. "He made a lot of great pitches to get zeros. He made the
lead hold up."
The game, a makeup of a May 3 contest postponed by rain,
was called with one out in the top of the seventh after a 1-hour.
30-minute delay left the field unplayable There was a 76minute stoppage in the fourth inning. It was the 16th
Washington game interrupted by rain this season, and delays in
those total 30 hours, 31 minutes.
Washington interim manager Jim Riggleman tried with no
success to convince the umpires that the worst-hit areas — puddied water between first and second base — could be repaired to
SAM UPSHAW AP
The Governors Cup trophy is flanked by Louisville and Kentucky
helmets during a news conference about the Sept 19 game,
allow play to continue.
at
the Cardinal Club in Simpsonville on Thursday. The trophy goes
to the winner of the annual game between the two teams,
"I was trying to convince them that we could dry it up if they
gave it a little more time," Riggleman said. "But it was not going
to be safe."
Crew chief Dana DeMuth said the final deluge, which didn't
even show on radar when the tarp was removed shortly after 11
p.m. in preparation of an 11:25 p.m. resumption, left the field a
soggy mess.
"It wasn't supposed to be there more than 4 or 5 minutes and
it ended up being a 12-minute downpour," DeMuth said. —Then
getting the tarp on was getting the tarp on too late. The whole
infield was an inch under water and they put down an inch of
(drying) dust trying to ... sop it up, and that only turned into
mud."
La Russa agreed with the umpire's call.
"You can't try harder than that — whether it's the grounds
crew or the umpire. Mother Nature is always stronger than anybody," La Russa said.
DeMuth's decision preserved the statistical complete game
for Wainwright, who wouldn't have pitched the seventh.
By WILL GRAVES
"(La Russai told me I was done before the (second) rain
0-fer against Kentucky.
AP Sports Writer
delay happened. I could have kept pitching — no problem —
"The fact that we haven't
but I knew he was going to yank me," Wainwright said.
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky. (AP) won the last two years, 1 don't
Adam Dunn had three hits for the Nationals, who had won
—
know if that adds anything from
two straight.
ich Brooks pondered our side other than we know
The Cardinals exploited an error by Dunn in left field to score
the question for a that it's an important game and
an unearned run in the first. Skip Schumaker led off with a doumoment,
then we want to win it," Kragthorpe
ble, moved to third when Dunn dropped Colby Rasmus' flyout
laughed.
said.
on the transfer and scored on Mark DeRosa's groundout to the
"Who
would
Yet Jurich doesn't think it's a
pitcher
have ever expected game the Cardinals have to win
Anklel led off the second with his sixth homer, and first since
that I'd be one of the most to show signs of progress after
June 19.
tenured guys in the SEC?" the last year's 5-7 finish, the first
Collin Balester (0-1) started for the Nationals in place of the
Kentucky coach said. "Wow, losing season in more than a
injured Jordan Zimmermann, but was removed after thunderthat's a statement."
decade.
storms forced the first delay. The right-hander allowed three
One that seemed improbable
"Everybody wants to be sucruns — two earned — and three hits, walked one and struck out
three years ago, when Brooks cessful tomorrow, I do, I'm very
two in his 2009 debut.
staggered into his fourth season impatient myself," Jurich said.
Just like they did in putting Zimmermann on the 15-day diswith a 9-25 record as he tried to "You just want to work very
abled list with right elbow discomfort, the Nationals exercised
rebuild the NCAA probation - hard and stay the course. We
caution with Balester.
ravaged program.
can't reinvent the wheel. We
SAM UPSHAW / AP
"For a guy like that, an hour (delay) is pretty long. ... He's a
Three years — and three only get 25 scholarships a year. (Top) Kentucky football coach Rich Brooks, while Steve
young guy, we're where we are at in the standings and we're
straight bowl wins later -- We're going to continue to Kragthorpe (below) speaks during a news conference
going to be conservative," Riggleman said of Balester.
Brooks is hoping to cement his recruit. We recruit character and Thursday about the Sept. 19 Governors Cup game between
Tyler Clippard relieved and gave up a one-out single to
legacy at Kentucky before step- try and get some quality kids in UK and Louisville. Sportswnter Billy Reed is at right,
Yadier Molina and a run-scoring double to Joe Thurston for a 3ping aside for eventual succes- here and hope for the best."
0 St. Louis lead. Brendan Ryan was intentionally walked to load
sor Joker Phillips.
Winning the Governor's Cup
the bases. Wainwnght fouled out and Schumaker drew a walk to
Brooks stuck to his plan dur- can make the job easier.
force in a run.
ing the lean times with the supBrooks — who needed five
Dunn doubled to lead off the sixth and scored on a two-out
port of athletic director Mitch tries to beat the Cardinals —
double by Alberto Gonzalez.
Barnhart, who held firm even as admits his offseasons are a little
the program struggled to right bit better after finally breaking
itself.
through against Louisville.
"There was ample criticism
And while Kentucky basketand second-guessing going on," ball coach John Calipari raised
Brooks said. "Certainly I think some eyebrows last week by
it's proven to be a prudent suggesting the annual showcourse that we were able to down against Louisville doesn't
implement a plan and given the really matter, Brooks thinks
time to bring it close to otherwise.
fruition."
"This is a huge game," he
It's a lesson in perseverance said. "We're in different leagues
not lost at Louisville, where (but) we're 1 1/2 hours apart
coach Steve Kragthorpe is just and compete against each other
11-13 since taking over for 12 months a year. It's recruiting,
Bobby Petrino. Kragthrope's it's the whole thing."
resume also includes a pair of
Just not everything, at least years ago The guys on this
Each team will be looking
losses to the Wildcats.
team understand that."
to Brooks.
for a similar springboard this
Kragthorpe and athletic
They'll need to if the year. For Brooks it could be the
Sure, he's pleased with how
director Tom Jurich have far the Wildcats have come but Wildcats want to survive a start of a swan song. The
69preached patience as they con- he knows plenty of work lies schedule that includes games year-old said he has less
than
tinue to overhaul the program. ahead. Brooks likened compet- against
Alabama. Florida, four seasons left before handing
The Cardinals have undergone a ing
in
the
Southeastern Georgia and Auburn.
things over to Phillips, but
major
housecleaning
Those games, however, all stressed he's in no hurry to get
in Conference to scaling Mount
Kragthorpe's two years and Everest and thinks the view come after Sept. 19, when the to the door.
there's a sense the foundation is from the top is still a ways off.
Cardinals visit Commonwealth
"There's no timetable set."
still being put in place.
"We've established a base Stadium. Kentucky used a he said. "I'm as excited right
The third-year coach said camp, but we're not at the sum- thrilling comeback win over now as I've ever been. We have
during an appearance with mit," he said. "I'd say we're Louisville there two years ago a lot of work to be done.
When
PABLO MONSIVAIS AP
Brooks to promote this year's halfway to the summit. We're in to launch a 7-5 season that later the time comes, the time
will
St. Louis starting pitcher Adam Wainwright delivers to
Governor's Cup that he feels no a better position to launch for featured an upset over then-No. come and everybod
y will
Washington's Nyier Morgan (1) in the first inning Thursday
additional pressure despite his the summit than we were 3-4 1 LSLI
know."
in Washington,
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PAYS OFF
KRAGTHORPEF BROOKS EAGER TO GET TO WORK
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OVC Spits kdommilse
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. —
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
The Ohio Valley Conference has
American League Standings
Plelleted LavesIllendlese
announced the launch and proAll Times CDT
Al These CDT
duction of "Ohio Valley
East Division
East MAO=
W
Conference Football 2009" a
L Pct GB
W L Pet Cie
New York
37
58
611
—
Philadelphia
54 30.5111
—
full-color, limited edition footBoston
55 39 585 2 12
Atlanta
49 47 510 6 1/2
ball magazine that previews the
Tampa Ba,
,
52 44 542 6 1/2
Florida
49 17 510 6 1/2 7
Toronto
47 49 49011 1/2
2009 football season The venNew York
44 50 46810 1/2
Bettimore
41 53 43616 1/2
Washington
28 67 295
27
ture with SportsUnlimited will
Central Division
Central Division
be available in late August but is
W
L Pct GB
W
L Pct GB
Detail
49 44 527
now available for pre-order.
—
St Lows
52 46 531
—
chew
50 45 526
Chicago
—
46 45 516 1 12
Detailed feature articles on all
Mlninesiota
46 48500 2 1/2
Houston
49 46 516 1 1/2
nine OVC teams will be includCleveland
36 58 39612 1(2
Milwaukee
48 47.505 2 12
Kansas City
37 57 39412 1/2
Cincinnati
ed in the publication.
44 50.488
6
West Division
Pittsburgh
42 53.442 8 1/2
The nine Ohio Valley
W
L Pet GB
West Division
Lce Angeles
56 38 596
Conference schools that partici—
W
L PM GB
Texaa
52 41 559 3 1/2
Los Angeles
61 34.642
—
pate
in
the
Football
Smelts
51 44 537 51/2
Cokaracio
52 43 547
9
Championship Subdivision may
Oakland
40 54 426
16
San Francisco
51 44 537
10
be overlooked in the national
Arizona
41 55 42720 1/2
San Diego
37 59 38524 1/2
media, but not by their fans and The United Way of Murray-Calloway County held its annual United Way Softball Tournam
Thursday's Games
ent
alumni who thirst for informa- on Saturday, July 18. There were eight teams participating, five from
Cleveland 5. Toronto 4
Briggs & Stratton, two
Seattle 2, Detroit 1
tion about their favorite team. from Pella and one from Murray State. Pictured is the winning
Thursday's Games
team tram Pella Corp. (Front
Chicago White Sox 5, Tampa Say 0
San Francisco 5 Atlanta 1
The OVC's football roots date Row) Shane Fox and Shane McHenry.
NY. Yankees 6, Oakland 3
(Middle Row) Preston Weatherly, Tim Gessell, Jerry
Philaclelp:sa 9. San Diego 4
back to 1948 and during the past Millard and Chris Chandler
L.A Angels 6 Minnesota 5 10 innings
Si Louis 4, Washington 1 '1 innings
. (Back Row) Wayne Denmark, Joe Sheesiey, Joel Dobson
Friday's Games
and
Arizona 11, Pittsburgh 4
61 seasons, 14 teams have won
Matt Stoffel, Terry Jones and Justin Morton are not pictured.
Chicago White Sox iContreras 4-8) at
Friday's Games
or shared the league's title. The
Detroit (Venancio: 10-5). 12 05 p m 1s1
Cincinnati (rlarang 5-10) at Chicago
list is led by Eastern Kentucky,
gem*
Cubs(R Wells 5-4). :20 p.m.
Chicago While Sox (51.Colon 3-6) at
winner of 20 outright or shared
San Diego (Lidos 0-1) at Washington
Detroit (Bonine 0-0), 6:06 pm 2nd
(Mock 0-3), 6:05 p.m.
football titles, including the last
game
St. Louis (Pineiro 8-9) at Philadelphia
two.
Oakland (Bra Anderson 5-7) at N Y
‘Happ 7-0). 8.05 p m.
Yankees (Chamberlain 5-2), 6'05 p m
Atlanta (J.Vazduez 7-7) at Milwaukee
For the first time. OVC footTampa Bay (Garza 6-7) st Toronto
(M.Parra 4-8), 705 pm
ball will be featured in a full(Holladay 11-3). 607 p.m.
N.Y. Meta (..I.Saritaria 11-7) at Houston
Eleitmore (Bergamo 6-4) at Boston
color magazine dedicated to its
IHrimpion 5-7). 7:05 p.m.
(Penny 6-4), 8:10 p.m.
Francisco (Cain 11-2) at Colorado
San
nine schools and suitable for disTexas(Feldman LS) al Kansas City
(Kama* 5-4). 8:10 p.m
play on your coffee table year
(Greinits 10-5), 7:10.p.m.
Pitteburgh (Duke 8-9) at Arizona Y Petit
Minneeota (Llolex) 4-9) at L A Angels
0-4). 540 p.m.
round. To order your copy or
(Lackey 5-4), P.05 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 8-2) at L.A.
copies today by logging onto
Cleveland (Maley 3-2) at Seattle
Dodgers (Kershaw 8-5), 9:10 pm
w w w.collegespoitsmags.com.
(Rowitand-Snath 0-0), 9:10 pm
Saturday's Games
frauniars Gaines
Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs, 1205 p.m.
"The OVC is very excited to
Osidand RIMY. Vim,12.05 p.m.
St Louis at Philadelphia. 310 p.m
partner with SportsUnlimited to
Tampa Bay at Telenlo, 12-07 p.m.
Atlanta at Milwaukee. 605 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Detroit, 3:10 p.m.
produce the Ohio Valley
N.Y. Meta at Houston,6 05 p.m.
Cleveland at Seattle, 3'10 p.m.
San
Diego at Washington. 6:05 p.m.
Conference
Football
Minnesota at LA. Angels, 3:10 p.m
Pittsburgh at Arizona 7 10 p.m.
Publication,"
Baltimore at Boston, 610 p.m.
said
Kyle
San Francisco at Colorado. 7-10 p.m.
Texas at Kansas City. 610 p.m
Schwartz, OVC
Ronda atLA Dodgers. 9 10 p.m.
Assistant
Sunday's Gems
Sundey's Genies
Commissioner
for
Media
Oakland at NY Yankees, 120 p.m.
San Diego at Washington. 1235 pm
Relations. "College football fans
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 12.07 p IT1
St Lows at Philadelphia. 1235 pm
Baltimore at Boston, 12.35 p.m.
are among the most passionate in
Atlanta at Milwaukee, 1.05 p.m.
Texas at Kansas City, 1 10 p.m.
NY. Mets at Houston, 1:05 p.m.
sports and they have a hunger for
Minnesola at L.A Angels. 235 p.m.
Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs. 1:20 p.m
information about their favorite
Cleveland at Seel*. 3 10 p.m.
Sat Francisco at Colorado. 2:10 p m
Chicago White Sox at Detroit, 7*.05 o m
Florida at L.4 Dodgers, 3:10 p.m.
teams. This is a great way to satPittsburgh
at Moons. 310 p.m
isfy that appetite for information
as well as brand our Conference
SPOrtSBriefS
both regionally and nationally."
The cost of the publication is The Williams
The American Cancer Society will host the -Catch a Cure'
Fishing
Electric LLC Girls were the U-15 champions from this past year,
going undefeat- loumarnent on Saturday, Aug. 15 at Kentucky Dam Marina. The entry
$499 plus tax and shipping.
ed in the season. Pictured (Front row) is Ashlee Edminster, Lauren Edminste
tees
S150
per
r,
boat.
Chaley
There
will
Roberts,
be
a
-big
bass
OVC Basketball 2009-10 is Alex
payout' based on a $10
Arnett and Morgan Stubblefield.(Back Row) Coach Chad Stubblefi
eld, Whitney McGuire, entry per boat. The first place winner will be awarded $1,500 wan a 20
also slated for publication and
Laken Bnttain, Julia Curtis, Caitlin Gamer, Savannah Beckwith, All
percen1 payout determined by number of entries Call the
Sportsman's
will be available to OVC fans
Ohnernus and coach Danny
Edge at (270) 442-1120 or the American Cancer Society
Gibson. Also on the team was Erin Tubbs (not shown).
at (270) 444and alumni in December.
0744 for additional information

NY Post: ESPN outed own reporter in video
HARTFORD, Conn.(AP) —
The New York Post on Thursday
defended its publication of photos
from an illicitly filmed Internet
video showing ESPN reporter
Erin Andrews naked in a hotel
room by accusing the sports network of having outed her.
ESPN on Wednesday said it
was banning Post reporters from
appearing on the company's programs because the newspaper
published three photos from the
video.
A newspaper spokeswoman
declined to comment on the ban.
She referred The Associated
Press to an item on the Post's gossip page published Thursday that
takes ESPN to task foi allegedly
outing Andrews.
"No one would have known
that a sick voyeur had secretly
videotaped ESPN reporter Erin
Andrews nude in her hotel mom,
if the Mickey Mouse sports network hadn't sent a letter to an
obscure Web site demanding that
it take down its link to a fuzzy
video of an unidentified blonde."
the Post said in its popular "Page
6" column.
The Post quoted ESPN
spokesman Chris LaPlaca as saying the network is acting "in concert with Erin and her team." A

spokesman for the Bristol. Conn.based company, which is owned
by the Walt Disney Co., declined
further comment Thursday.
ESPN executive editor John
Walsh, in an interview Thursday
on a syndicated radio show hosted by former ESPN employee
Dan Patrick, called the Post's

coverage embarrassing and reprehensible to Andrews.
"We felt if we were the parents
of the victim of this crime and we
saw the words 'New York Post'
on our air that we wouldn't be
doing justice to the person that we
know is our colleague," he said,

is having a YARD SALE
& CAR WASH
Sa y

Saturday, July 18 • 8 a.m.
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hello to 'your.iiOghbori, at ileritage Bank!

On the Eastside ofthe Big Apple Parking Lot

CC What a pleasure ii bc. A part of a banking family where
The Law Offices of

Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
Proudly Announce

MITCHELL T. RYAN

customers are

treated like neighbors instead of numbers.
Heritage Bank

has such a long And respected history in this communi
ty. '
I m truly
thrilled to work with such terrific people as those
at Heritage Bank.
And I'm

particularly looking fOrward to
—JIMMY

DAN HICKS, MARKET PRESIDENT
Or HERITAGE BANK IN CALLOWAY COUNTY

Has joined the firm as an associate.
A native of Murray & Calloway County, Ryan and his wife, Julia are
returning
home from Florence, Boone County, Kentucky, where he received his
Law Degree from Northern Kentucky University and practiced in the areas
of
Personal Injury, Criminal and Domestic/Family law with the law offices
of
Busald, Funk, Zevely, P.S.C. He will now be engaged in the
general practice of law in Calloway and surrounding counties.

204 South 6th Street•753-2633
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